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Colonels come up just shy of upsetting OVC kingpin Murray Tuesday
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► Food service
Lori Stacy, a freshman from Barbourville,
searches the shelves
in the campus bookstore for a textbook for
her social ethics class.

Mandatory Unlocking
A
board plan
NEW
proposed
SO, WHAT DO
YOU THINK?
SHOULD EASTERN
REQUIRE FRESHMEN TO PURCHASE $400 IN
FOOD SERVICE
OPTIONS?
HOW WOULD
POTENTIAL
STUDENTS REACT
TO THE NEW
COSTS?
TO VOICE
YOUR OPINIONS
Drop us a line
at 117 Donovan
Annex or via email at
\/*

acs.eku.edu.

BY JACWTA FELDMAN AND TH

emester

Momrrt

A proposal, drafted by food service director Greg Hopkins, calls
for all freshmen living on campus to
place at least $400 per semester into
one of seven board plan options.
If the proposal passes, freshmen
would be required to put at least
$400 into a Colonel Card debit
account, or buy one of six board
plans offered by the university.
The board plans range in cost
from $400 for 75 meals a semester
to $1,130 for 19 or more meals a
week. Money put into a Colonel
Card Debit account could be used
at any of the dining areas on campus or at the bookstore.
As the proposal is written now,
any money that is left in the debit
account at the.end of a freshman's
fall semester would be carried over
to the following spring semester, if
that student was enrolling in
Eastern again. However, the student would still be responsible for
depositing another $400 at the
beginning of the spring semester.
Any money left in a student's
account at the end of the spring
semester would be "forfeited to the
Division of the Food Services."
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elcome back to campus. With
a million things to do upon
your arrival on campus, many
students can forget the simple
things. To make your transition a
little less hectic, here are a couple
of reminders. They could save you
some valuable time while attempting to ease back into college life
after the winter break. Some of
these things are easy to forget so
pay attention and unlock the secret
to beginning the semester successfully.

► TheEssentials
□ Fees need to be paid before
students can do much of anything. Fees can be paid in Keen
Johnson Ballroom today and
then head to billings and collections in Coates Building
Room 3 to settle any debts.

See Food/Pag* A7

Student
hospitalized
after drinking
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

,

An Eastern student was still in intensive care yesterday after police and ambulance workers transported
him from Keene Hall to Pattie A. Clay Hospital early
Tuesday morning. Joshua Powell's .330 blood-alcohol
content was more than three times the legal limit,
according to a police case report
Public safety responded to a disturbance call from
Keene Hall staff and found the 7th floor bulletin board
and its contents had been burned.
A public safety officer then investigated shouting
and a possible fight in the stairwell where he found hall
staff and Powell. The report said members of the hall
staff were trying to prevent Powell from hurting himself.
The officer reported smelling akohol on Powell,
who responded to police instructions by shouting
obscenities and moving away from them. Powell, an 18year-old freshman from Russell Springs, eventually fell
down some stairs to the third floor.
According to the report, police tried to use verbal
commands and wrist locks to secure Powell, but he
attempted to grab one of the officers. The officer then
applied a spurt of OC spray — a pepper-based spray
that irritates nerve endings and causes burning pain on
contact — to Powell, after which he sat quietly, the
report said.
.__-_—
,
With the case still under investigation, director of
public safety Tom Lindquist said he could not provide
details.
Powell's weight, estimated at 325 pounds, made
securing him and transfer to the ambulance difficult
Public safety officers rode in the ambulance with
Powell to the hospital.

ThelD

□ Don't forget
your
receipt
when validating
your ID. Go to
Keen Johnson
today then go to
Powell Building
Room 128.

TheTag
□ Parking tags can be purchased in Keen Johnson
Building today and then you can
get them from public safety in
Brewer Building. Be sure to
bring your registration, proof of
insurance and receipt with you.

TheBooks
J Visit the university book store for
purchasing your
books. Remember
— book cards will
only be accepted
until Friday.
Chris Richardson, a junior from Independence, loads speakers Into his truck as he moved out of
Todd Hall Thursday. Richadaon is moving into an apartment off campus.
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► Board of Regents

► InoMo

OT, law enforcement advance as distinction programs

Accem

BY CHARLES LEWW

Assistant news editor

The college of law enforcement's justice and
safety courses, and the college of allied health
and nursing's occupational therapy (OT) program may be on their way to becoming programs of distinction.
The Board of Regents voted unanimously
Jan. 9 to approve the proposals presented by tile
two colleges. Gary W. Cordner, acting dean of
the college of law enforcement and David D.
Gale, dean of the college of health and nursing,
presented the proposals for their respective colIMM

Before the proposals went to President
Funderburk they were approved by the institu

tional planning committee. The next step is to vice. We are trying to ratchet up everything
edit the proposals to fit the state guidelines and across the board." Cordner said.
The law enforcement proposal calls for addito submit them to the Council on Postseconday
tional faculty positions, additional graduate
Education for final approval.
and support staff positions.
The guidelines call for proposals to be sub- assistantships
"We
will
also
on state level research
mitted that map out operating costs and goals and development focus
where we will try to emphafor a five year period.
service to the state by means of collecting,
If Eastern's two programs are named as pro- size
collating
and disseminating information about
grams of distinction, the state will fund the projustice
and
safety in Kentucky.
grams with up to $1.4 million, and the universi"I envision us putting out an annual report
ty will match this with up to an additional $1.4 titled
Justice and Safety in Kentucky as well as
million. The total will be shared between the periodic
issues and special editions. Cordner
two colleges.
"Our proposal calls for us to make significant
Easterns OT program is the only accredited
improvements in all areas of what we do. For
See
Programe/Page A7
example, teaching, applied research and in- ser-
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Reminders
■ Today is the last day to register for a full semester class.
■ Mo^ay all classes are canceled to ooserve
•*• M*'1"
Luther Kings Birthday.
-Tuesday, campus wide
changes begin, and end
Jan. 28. For more information.
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Perspective
► Editorials
In the development and offering of its programs and services, the University sbjUpla
priority on meeting the needs of the citizens of central, eastern and southeastern f ^ic
Eastern's mission statement

WW

!>

Penetrating farther in Eastern Kentucky a challenge for university
I name like Eastern Kentucky bit of a wake-up call for the universi^University conveys a picture
3r that bears the Eastern Kentucky
jf an institute of higher
esignation.
earning geared toward
While Eastern can't just move its
. erving the people and the society campus closer to areas like Pike
of our state's coal fields and rolling
County, the idea of refocusing intenhiUs.
tions on the university's service area
However, at least one prominent
is an important idea that needs
Kentucky legislator doesn't see that
addressing.
picture at all. House Democratic
The answer to
Leader Rep. Greg Stumbo
better serving
(Prestonsburg), addressstudents in
ing the legislature last
I Eastern
week, said that young
Kentucky
adults in Eastern
could lie in
Kentucky don't
extended
have the same
campuses in the
chances at
area.
higher education that people in the
Eastern now operates extended
central part of the state have. While campuses in Corbin, Danville and
speaking to his fellow legislators,
Manchester — cities that are all
Stumbo said some students face a
within one and a half hours of
tough four-hour drive to a four-year
Richmond.
institution.
Meanwhile, students in areas that
In an area where money is tight,
are a bit further out in Eastern's seraffording that kind of transportation vice area — places like Pikeville,
for a potential student would not be
Middlesboro and Whitesburg —
an easy task for many families.
exist hours from either the main
Stumbo's comments could be a
campus or any of the extended cam-

puses.
It seems Stumbo may have presented a true dilemma — a dilemma
which clearly places responsibility
for remedy on the shoulders of this
university.
The extended campuses Eastern
now operates have served the
important purpose of reaching into
areas around Eastern, but the university should be prepared to reach
even further into its service area.
Eastern should reevaluate how it
can best extend further into its service area, either through recruitment, extended campuses or both,
and then work on finding the
resources to carry those plans out
Bringing higher education closer
to home for Eastern Kentuckians
will take measurable funding. If
Eastern can get the plans in place,
the ball could be dropped in the
court of Stumbo and his Mountain
Caucus cohorts to find that funding.
Then we could find out if Stumbo
is committed to the higher ed picture in his part of the state, or if he's
willing to allow it to fade to black.

Lottery proposal
might be the ticket
Somebody's gonna win, it
might as well be you.
This is the Kentucky
Lottery's slogan to pull in
players. And if a new bill passes, lottery players may not be
the only ones who can win.
Many people who are
unable to try their luck
because they are underage
may soon be able to partake
in the winnings.
Sens. David Karem and
Tim Shaughnessy of
Jefferson County have proposed a bill creating a trust
fund to provide merit-based
scholarships to Kentucky's
students.
The senators have proposed using all the state's lottery revenue in creating the
fund — that's about $150 million a year.
Opponents of the bill balk
at using so much money to
provide a free ride to students who are able to pay for
college anyway.
Just because someone has
the grades to go to college
does not mean that he or she
has the money. It means that
he or she has the drive and
determination to make the
grades that would make him
or her successful at the college level
Opponents also raise questions about grade inflation.

► Campus Comments
(THE ISSUE)

Sena Tim Shaughnessy and David
Karem, both from Jefferson County,
have proposed a bill to use lottery
profits to provide merit-based scholarships to Kentucky students.

AmyThieme,
Richmond
in 1973. Justice Harry Blackmun wrote in
Roe v. Wade
"We need not resolve the difficuk question
of when life begins. When those trained in
the respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy and theology are unable to arrive at any
consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the
development of man's knowledge, is not in a
position to speculate as to the answer."
With the ludicrous assertion that a question of biology, the science of Bfe, was even
partly a matter of philosophy or theology, the
Court side-stepped the question and proceeded. By this key be among many, the Court
evaded acknowledging that what it was really
striking down was the philosophy of all

Eastern Proyrre*
117 Dmwi Ammtx. Em*rwKrwtack,V**,tk,.Vki~oml.Kj 40475

TrniMoDettel
Alyssa BrarnJage |
DougRapplcowy
James Carroll
TIM Eastern Proaysai (ISSN 10S1SS24) is a member of
the Associated Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association and College Newspaper Business &
Advertising Managers. Inc. Trie Progress is published every
Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or misleading adver
Using should be reported to Adviser/General Manager. Or.
Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or
other signed writers and do not necessarily represent the
views of the university. Student editors also decide the news
and informational content.

oppression. The mindless resistance to banning partial-birth abortion, a barbaric and
medically unnecessary abortion ritual, highlights a fanatical devotion to power and control instead of truth and justice.
Every Supreme Court vacancy causes a
panic over keeping a majority that will support Roe v. Wade, a pathetic spectacle that
recalls the effort to maintain a balance of
slave and free states in the Senate. When will
we admit that this act of judicial tyranny —
devoid of truth, justice, knowledge, reason
and principle — cannot stand, just as the
house divided against itself could not stand?
Real Americans will never accept Roe v.
Wade. We want our country back.

Irvine

44

I don't see anything wrong with having
merit-based scholarships because there
is enough money set aside for people
with financial problems so taking
money from the lottery for that is good.

Rising Son, Ind.
police administration
Year: senior
Aa»:23
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►To Our Readers
Letters should be addressed to
the newspaper and should contain
the writer's signature, address and
phone number. Letters for publication will be verified. The Progress
also gives its readers an opportunity to voice more detailed opinions
in a column called "Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the
editor prior to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress.
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky university. Richmond,
Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail at
progressOacs. eku.edu.

Bnffll good to use money from the
lottery to do that (provide scholarships)
because everyone needs an education,
but grades don't necessarily show how
smart you are. There are a lot of people
who want an education and can't
afford it

nursing
Year freshman
AM: 34

Alfred Lemmo,
Dearborn, Mich.

The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the
editor on topics of interest to the
university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the editor reserves the
right to urge the writer to make
revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
The Progress reserves the right
not to publish letters that are
judged to be libelous or in poor
taste.

Opponents have questioned using
money for scholarships based on
grades and test scores as opposed to
financial need. Students around
campus have their own opinions.

il^.

► Letters
_J rd like to thank Student
Association President Mike Lynch for his
port in supporting the Mary G. Copeland
Home by choosing to send Christmas cards
from which the proceeds go to helping the
home (referring to the "A Season for
Sending" story in the Dec. 11 Progress).
However, there are a group of students
who need an even bigger thank you, and they
are the ones responsible for selling the cards
and putting together an outstanding fundraising campaign for the Copeland Home.
The students enrolled in the speech communication persuasion class spent endless hours
creating campaigns and selling cards in order
to help the Copeland Home reach its $1.5 million goal to build a new home.
With their efforts, this home win become a
reality rather than a dream.

With scholarships based
solely on grades and test
scores and not financial need
educators will be more likely
to boost grades a bit.
This can also be disputed
by saying that it will motivate
high schools toprovide a better education. This plan
could also give students a
reason to apply themselves
more thoroughly while still
in high school.
But all state-funded scholarships should not be based
on merit alone. There are
those in the state who desperately need all the help the
state can give them.
Those families who have
been in financial need for
generations have the hardest
time providing a college
eduction to their children.
The families that have
never had someone graduate
college need the support of
the state and all the financially-based scholarships that
they can get to break the
cycle of poverty.
While providing meritbased scholarships will help
many of the students who are
in limbo — too rich to
receive financial aid, but too
poor to pay for college — it
will limit those who need to
break the cycle but cannot
do so without the government's help.

I definitely think they should be granting scholarships on merit because if
students work hard they should be
awarded on academics. They should give
us a boost

DanvMe
Mattb grade ed.

S A

Year senior
Aa»:21
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Stupidity: Humanity's defining characteristic
TIMMOUETTE
S*vmn Turns
Mollette is editor
of the Progress.

Today we begin a popular feature in which well answer one
of mankind's biggest questions each month. Well begin
with the most basic of questions, why
are people stupid?
Just for a quick bit of background,
the basis for calling people stupid lies in
one very distinct example — psychics.
To some, it might seem obvious
how phone psychics and our undying belief in them show the stupidity
of the human race and prophesy the
day when dogs will rule the world.
However, it is understandable that
the incredible beauty and hypnotic,
almost-surreal voice of Dionne

Warwick could induce Marilyn Manson
to attend a church service with Pat
Robertson.
But instead of using her power for
good, she's on late-night television convincing us that someone thousands of
miles away who knows nothing about
us or our lives can predict the next incident in our lives.
On the infomercials pumping up the
call-in psychics, we're treated to scenes
of people crying in full joy as a psychic
predicts that the caller is indeed pregnant with their first child.
However, what you don't see is the
kind of predictions that would really
matter.
CALLER What do you see in my

future psychic boy?
PSYCHIC: You're giving off a red
aura... looks like you're going to get
caught in traffic at the corner of Main
and Lancaster tomorrow on your way in
to school.
CALLER Cool.
' Now that would be useful, but that's
not how it works. And so, psychics offer
no usefulness, other than fodder for
jokes and a post-Jeffersons career for
"Wheezy."
Those of our brothers and sisters
who continue to call phone psychics are
truly contributing to problem stupidity.
I understand that El Nino may be a factor, but still the idea that one person
can tell another person's future seems

as unlikely as Hulk Hogan stretching
his acting career into a performance of
Taming of the Shrew."
And so, it is obvious that people are
stupid. I'm not saying you specifically
are stupid. I know you're not stupid
because I, too, am psychic. For example, I also can predict that you can read,
that unless you're bald you have hair
and that you have a name. All this, and I
haven't even asked for your birth date
yet. Pretty impressive, eh? Send me
money.
Final analysis: Bill Clinton is right —
we're the last species that ought to be
cloned.
That's all for the first installment of
this popular new feature. But join us in

NY man's crossword
proposal showed sincerity
& -S 1

c

ALYSSA BRAMLAGE
On My TOM
Bramlage, a
junior journalism major from
Fort Wright, is
managing editor
for the
Progress.

►How to reach us
I (606) 622-1881 I E-Mail: progrsssOacs.eku.edu I Fax: (606) 622-2354
To report a IMWS story I
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eastern Kentucky University

Don't Forget to
watch
The Colonel
Channel
for the latest in
Movie Hits
Sunday-Fri
beginning at
5:30 PM
Movies for:
January
Bevis S Butt Heed
Golden Eye
Men In Black
Blues Brothers
Con Air
Qoeee Pointe Blank
Dante's Peak
Fee. Ott
Murder at 1600

February
Addicted to Love
Chasing Amy
Conspiracy Theory
Contact
Do The Right Thing
Jerry Maguire
Makom X
My Beet Friends
Wedding
Nothing to Lose
Rosewood
The Color Purple

MJUSQ

Bill Engvall
In Concert
Friday, January 16
8PM
Brock Auditorium
•Special Ticket Buy for Students

Buy 1 ■ Get 1- Free

This special purchase may be made at the Student
Development Office, 128 Powell Building
on Thursday, Jan. 15,1:30 PM-6PM
and Friday 9AM-4PM.

Event Horizon
Excess Baggage
G.I. Jen.
Hercules
Hoodlum
Pochantas
Private Parts
Pulp Fiction

April
The Craft
The English Patient
The Fifth Element
The Ghost In The
Darkness
The People Vs Larry
Flint
TheReiic
The Saint
TW There was You
Tombstons
Top Gun
1S7

To suggest a photo or ordar a
reprint
Brian Simms, 622-1578

Jacinta FekJman, 622-1872

ountless young girls dream of the The puzzle only meant something special to the few
people who were involved.
day when their boyfriend will get
down on one knee, confess his
It showed creativity and an interest in what your
undying love and slip a ring on
significant other likes to do.
her finger.
Not everyone goes for the mushy getMany young men dream Show that
ting down on one knee, but everyone Ukes
of the day when they will find special some- to see their boyfriend or girlfriend use
a camera crew at the local
some creativity when proposing.
sporting event, pop the ques- one that you
Show that special someone that you
tion over the air waves in
paid attention all those afternoons at lunch
paid
attenfront of countless thousands
or evenings at the movies by racking your
of people and hear the love of
tion all those brain for an idea that shows personality.
their life break down into
The idea can show your personality or it
tears and say yes.
afternoons at can
reflect the personality of your signifiDo these two scenarios sound different
cant other.
lunch
or
to you?
It doesn't matter really, both ways show
Men and women seem to have a much evenings at
that you paid attention and are really in
different idea of romance.
tune to what your partner wants.
One man in New York, though, seemed the movies
All of these suggestions don't have
to have a pretty good compromise.
by racking
to correlate to proposing marriage.
Bill Gottlieb proposed to his girlfriend,
They could be used for an anniversary
your brain for celebration,
Emily Mindel, through a crossword puzbirthday gift idea or just a spezle.
an idea that cial date.
Gottlieb knew that his girlfriend was a
Search the recesses of your mind for the
crossword fanatic, so he asked the puzzle shows
perfect way to spend an evening or the ideal
editor at the New York Times to help him
gift to give.
personality.
create a personal puzzle. The project
Everybody likes to get something that
ended successfully with Mindel accepting
has a personal touch.
his proposal of marriage.
It shows caring and thoughtfulness, and it shows the
In a way this proposal was both private and public.
true depth of your feelings.

Channel
40
MOVIES

the coming months when well tackle
more of mankind's most boggling questions, including
■ Which is the greatest religious book
— The Bible, The Koran, "Dianetics"
by L Ron Hubbard or "Success is a
Choice" by Rick Pitino?
■ Why when we see some religion different from ours handling snakes or
wiping goat's blood on their first born
do we not say, "Oh, look. Another
human struggling to find greater meaning in a world gone mad."? Instead we
say, "What? Do these people have cat
pee for brains or something?"
■ And finally, how has Canada avoided
becoming a super power for so long?

Features
Gwenda Bond, 622-1872

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost ol $1 per issue; $20 per semester;or
$38 per year payable in advance.

Activities
DenaTackett, 622-1882
Arts & Entertainment
Michael Roy, 622-1882

To submit a column
"Your Turn" columns should be mailed to
The Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan
Annex, Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline is noon Monday prior to
publication on Thursday. Columns will be
printed in accordance with available
space.

Sports
Shane Walters, 622-1882
To place an *d
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Lee Potter, 622-1489
Classified/Subscriptions
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Corrections
Policy

please send it to the editor in writing by noon Monday before publication on Thursday.

The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections
when needed on the Perspective
pages. If you have a correction,

The editor will decide if the correction deserves special treatment, or needs to be in the section
in which the error occurred.

New Year's
ion:

Find the
best deal on
pizza every

,

(and have it
delivered!)

Just go to Pizza Hut!
A Large 1 -Topping is only

$4

(by far the best deal!)

623-2264
Campus delivery only P|

4jt:

4lut

Hope your resolutiont ere thet eesg to keep/
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Police still investigating Young's death
PfKXSMSS STAFF r*r>ORT

Police are still investigating the
death of Chris Young, a 23-year-old
fire and arson investigation major
from Finleyville, Pa., who was found
dead in his apartment Nov. 26.
Richmond Police Detective
Randy Isaacs said he believes
there was someone else in the
room with Young when he died due
to the evidence he saw at the scene
of Young's death. Police are looking for the person that they believe

was in Young's apartment on Big
Hill avenue when he died.
Isaacs said some of the things
found in Young's apartment at the
time of his death have been sent to
a forensic science lab to try to find
out more about the night Young
died.
"We're looking for basics; fingerprints, hairs, fibers, stuff like that,"
Isaacs said.
Officer David Pence said the
police are looking for as much

information as they can gather
about the time just before Young's
death.
"We want to find out people who
had contact with him that night.
Anyone who would have seen him
the final hours he was alive," Pence
said.
But Isaacs said getting that kind
of information has been difficult
"This is one of those cases
where nobody knows anything," he
said. •

► QuickHKs
Compiled by staff

News briefs from the past week.
[CAMPUS]

Phonathon jobs available
Eastern's Alumni Annual Spring
Phonathon '98 is scheduled to
begin in late January.
The phonathon is looking for
full-time undergraduate or graduate
students who have excellent verbal
communication skills.
Students need to be available to
work two to three nights, Sun-Thur,
6:30 p.m.- 9:30 p.m. Jobs will run
from Jan. 20 to March 5.
For more information or to
schedule an interview call Pauline
Lively at 622-1260. Applications will
be accepted until Jan. 23.
Wellness Center hours posted
The F.M. Burke Wellness
Center's hours of operation are 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
The center will also be open
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. To schedule
assessment, such as cardiovascular
endurance testing, call 622-1694.
[STATE]

New program extending
Habitat for Humanity efforts
The
Kentucky Housing
Corporation and the Homeless &
Housing Coalition have joined
forces and announced the goal of
housing at least 2,000 families by
the year 2000.
The "Homes For 2000" program
was started to continue building on
the partnership effort to eliminate
poverty housing begun during
Hammering in the Hills: Habitat for

Humanity's 1997 Jimmy Carter
Work Project and the Federation of
Appalachian Housing Enterprises
Partnership Build.
KSP testing troopers In Jan.
Kentucky State Police will be
conduct testing for state troopers
throughout January at various locations across the state.
Interested applicants can call the
recruitment office at (502) 6956320.
Applications must be received
no later than seven days prior to
testing.

[REGION]

[NATIONAL]
Washington Monument
getting a facelift

One of the nation's most famous
landmarks, The Washington
Monument, is undergoing a facelift.
The 110-year-old monument
began a make-over Monday that
will last until July 4,2000.
However, the monument will reopen to visitors this spring, once a
new elevator and heating, cooling,
and ventilation systems are
installed.
The project, which will cost $8
million to complete, will patch
cracks, replace damaged stones
and clean the interior of the monument.

Clinton urges halt on cloning
So. Regional Electronic Campus
President Clinton insisted this
names Cnaloux new director
week in his national radio address
The
Southern
Regional that a Chicago
Electronic Campus, which becomes physicist's
operational for the first time this intention to
month, named Bruce Chaloux, clone humans
associate dean of the graduate be stopped by
school at Virginia Polytechnic Congress.
Independent
Institute and State University, as
the director for the Southern scientist
Regional Educational Board Richard Seed
announced this
(SREB) Electronic Campus.
Chaloux was actively involved week that he
plans to begin
with the creation of the Electronic work
on Clinton addressed
Campus.
cloning
He has worked with university humans soon. cloning on radio.
campuses and with the Virginia Clinton called the move "profoundCouncil of Higher Education.
ly troubling" and insisted Congress
Also assisting Chaloux with the outlaw human cloning.
Electronic Campus is Mary Larson.
Clinton sent a bill to Congress
Larson has been involved with nearly six months ago to ban
the Electronic Campus since it human cloning for at least five
began. She has been responsible years. Clinton's proposed ban was
for placing all the necessary course not acted on before Congress
information on the SREB website.
adjourned for the fall.

HELP WANTED-

PROOFREADING - $5-$8 per hour.
Each person is paid according to an
incentive program. Job description:
Compare nomination forms from teachers and professors wkh a computer printout tor accuracy of speing and correct
address. Part-time or fuMme, mornings,
afternoons, weekdays ancfbr weekends.
Bexble schedules. Work up to 40 hours
per week. Create your own schedule
according to your availability Prefer 2
years of cotege Apply in person at 2570
Palumbo Dr., Lexington, Monday
through Friday 830 am. - 530 p.m

EXCEPTIONAL SOWER OPPORTUNITY - Camp Wayne. NE PA (3
hrs/NYC) Sports
oriented.
Courtsefor/Sceoaists for al LanoW\faler
Sports inc. Tennis, Camping,
Climbing/Ropes, Mountain Biking,
Rocketry,
Roller
Hockey,
Sailing/Waterskiing, A & C, Drama,
Radio, Video. Campus Interviews
Wednesday. Fob. 11. 1903. Please cat
1-888-737-9296 or 516-883-3067.
Leave your name, phone number and
maing address.

Have the summer of your life at a
prestigious coed steapaway camp in the
beautiful Pocono Mountains of
Pennsylvania 2 1/2 hours from NYC.
We're seeking counselors who can
teach all Team & Individual Sports,
Tennis, Gymnastics. Horseback Riding.
Mt. Biking, Theatre, Tech Theatre,
Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts, Pioneering,
Climbing Tower, Water Sports. Music,
Dance, Science, or Computers. We also
seek theatre directors. Great salaries
and perks. Plenty of free time,
totemshbs available for many majors.
On-campus interviews on 2/11. Call
Island Lake at 800-869-6083 for a
brochure and application

HELPII need somebody. Madison
Garden
Area Reps - Individuals with good
sdwottommunity contacts to place and
supervise an exchange student for $825.
1-800-964-4678.
Looking tar a live-In person to help
with house chores: Cooking, shopping,
chJdcare. Wil provide room, board, and
stipend. Should require approximately 20
hr/wk attention. Send resume to: 207
Pine valey Dr.. Berea. KY 40403
EARN $750-$1,500/WEEK. Raise all
tw money your student group needs by
sponsoring a VBA Fundraiser on your
campus. No investment & very into time
needed. There* no obligation, so why
not cal for information today. CaJ 1-800323-8454x95.

Help! Need someone to coach me In
teaming Windows 95, $10.00 per hour.
CaH 624-9173.
Now accepting applications for all
positions Apply in person. Madison
Garden.

TYPING/DATA ENTRY ■ $5-$10 per
hour depending on typing speed and
accuracy. Minimum speed 45wpm. Job
description: Entering student names and
addresses from nomination forms submitted by teachers, counselors and/or
professors. Part-time or fuHime, mornings, afternoons, evenings, weekdays
and/or weekends. Flexible schedules,
work up to 40 hours per weak. Create
your own schedule according to your
availability. Apply in peron at 2570
Palumbo Dr., Lexington. Monday to
Friday 830 am. - 4:30 p.m.

Oceanfront Tan-In now accepting
applications for 3 p.m. - 11 p.m. shit.
Apply in person.

TRAVELSpring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
6 Days $2791 Includes Meals, Parties &
Taxes! Great Beaches & Nightlife!
Leaves from South Florida!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air S Hotel $459!
Save $150 on Food, Drinks! Panama
City $139. South Beach $129!
springbreaktravel com 1 -80O678-6386

REGISTRATION STAFF • $5-$8 per
hour. Job description: To register students in the Academy by processing
their nominations and applications.
Mornings, afternoons, evenings, weekdays and/or weekends. Ftexbte schedule. Work up to 40 hours per week.
Create your own schedule according to
your availably. Apply in peron at 2570
Palumbo Dr., Lexington, Monday
through Friday 8:30 am. - 430 pm.

Florida Spring Break! Panama City!
Room with kitchen $139! Florida's new
Hotspot - South Beach $129' Bars open
until 5 am! Cocoa Beach - Hitoti $179!
spriiKjbreaktravel.oom 1 800 6786386

JAMAICA SHUTTLE Spring Break. 7
rts, Cincirteati from $487 ea. 10 years
experience, all taxes included. FREE
ReggaeJAM Spring Break into 24 hrs
cfcury Operators 9 am.-6 pm.
(800) U REGGAE or (800) 873-4423.
e-mail: jarnmon@gte.nst
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES.
ALL SPRNGBREAK locations. Cancun.
Jamaica from $399, Florida from $89,
Texas. Mazatlan, Bahamas. Register
your group or be our Campus Rep.
800-327-6013. www.icptcom
Spring Break Panama City Beach,
•SUMMIT" Luxury Condos. next to
Spinnaker Club, Owner Discount Rates,
(404)355-9637.

FOR RENT...
One, two and three bedroom apartments and town houses. Cal Hager
Rentals at 623^482

MISCELLANEOUS..
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes
Also Jeeps, 4 WD's Your Area Tol Free
1 -800-218-9000 Ext. A-15058 for current
listings.
Free Cash Grants! College
Scholarships. Business. Medical bills.
Never Repay. Tol Free 1-800518-9000
Ext G15058.
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's
REOs. Your Area Ton Free (1) 800-2189000 Ext. H-7077 for current listings.
Buy a computer $45/month. First
Computer Solutions, for al your computer needs & accessories. 910 Redhouse
Rdv2nd Street. 626-1161. Rentals available
FEMALE (ROOMMATE NEEDED, three
bedroom house, 7 mites from EKU near
1-75 and 25. no pets, no smoking. Call
624-2502 Maria

BIRTHDAYSHappy belated Birthday to my wife
and best friend, Jennifer Miller! Love
always and forever, Jim
Happy belated 25th Birthday, Schatzl!
kii kebe Dich! Hugs and Kisses, Sonja
Happy 40th Birthday Dottle Gassett
Love, Walter, Roshanda & Laquay.

WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

► Police Beat
Compiled by Charles Lewis

The following reports were filed
with Eastern's division of public
safety.
Jan. 8
Susan Clark. Sullivan Hall, reported the theft of a compact disc case
and its contents from her residence
hall room.
Jan. 6
Hau Ming Li, Richmond, reported
that someone stole his bicycle that
was chained to a fence between
McGregor Hall and Combs
Building.
Jan. 4
Jamie C. Peck, 24, Wilmore, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication and possession of suspended operator's license.
Steven S. Smith, 27, Lancaster,
was arrested and charged with
speeding (47 in 35 mph zone) and
driving under the influence of alcohol.

ed operator's license.

dence hall room.

Dec. 26
Deania A. Flannery, 28,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with operating a vehicle on
suspended operator's license.

Dec. 16
Melanie K. Hurley, Richmond,
reported that someone entered her
unsecured room and stole her book
bag and two textbooks that were in
it

Dec. 21
Jon A. Cook, 23, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with improper
registration plate (expired decal),
operating on suspended operator's
license, possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia
Sean D. Lark, 18, Berea, was
arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcohol and
drinking alcoholic beverages in public.
Dec 20
Jaaon T. House. 23, Waco, was
arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcohol.
Dec. 19
Michael L. Mills, 23, Dupree Hall,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.

Jan. 2
Wanda M. Arvin. 34, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disregarding a traffic control device,
operating a motor vehicle on a suspended operator's license and possession of marijuana.

Dec. 18
Scott D. Cross. 21, Erlanger, was
arrested and charged with aggravated assault and criminal trespassing.

Dec. 30
Freeland D. Browning, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of suspend-

Dec. 17
Jason Evans, Commonwealth Hall,
reported that his cellular telephone
was stolen from his unsecured resi-

Money
doesn't
grow on
trees,
you
know!
FIrtrt time donors:

Mark Balennne, Richmond, reported that he left his wallet on the sink
in the second floor men's restroom
in the Stratton Building. He
returned to the restroom to find his
wallet gone.
Lorenzo W. McGill, Richmond,
reported that an unknown person
unlawfully removed his jacket from
the bleacher area of Weaver Gym
where he left it while playing basketball.
Dec 15
Timothy Durham, Brockton,
reported that the exterior door knob
had been pulled off of his Brockton
Apt. door.
Dec. 14
Amy E. Johnson, 19, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with DUI
and speeding.
Dec. 12
Summer M. Blackburn, Telford
Hall, reported that a compact disc
player, answering machine, caller
LD., clothing and other items were
taken from her Telford Hall residence.

Let the real you
come out

f

t

Lait weck'i winner
[One win ft

CMHOIPT.

Lordy lordy,
look who's 40!!!
Love,
Lee& April

No winner

p«r iiawlir, pliiM.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
St Thomas Lutheran
Church
1285 Barnes MillRd.

Lexington Road Church of
God 2336 Lexington Rd.
624-8323 Sun. School 10
a.m., Sun. Worship 11 a.m.,
6 p.m.. Family
Training Hour, Wed. 7

623-7254
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:45

Westside Christian Church
1432 Fairlane Dr. 623-0382
Sun. 9:45 a.m., 10:45 a.m.,

6 p.m.

p.m.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W Main St.
623-3580 Sun. 8:30 a.m.,
10:50 a.m.
Lighthouse Worship
Center 219 Moberly Ave.
623-3246 Sun. 10 a.m.,
11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Tues. 7 p.m. Thurs. 7 p.m.
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.

University Church of
Christ 200 S. Third St.
626-0223 Sun. Bible
class 9:30 a.m., Sun.
Worship 10:20 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Worship
and Bible class 7 p.m.
Rosedale Baptist
Church 411 West over
Ave 623-1771 Sunday
School 9 a.m. Worship
Sun. 10:15 a.m, 7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.

S. III. I .
. .III |>l <l\ llll

Hours: MWF 9-4:30 TR 10-6
You WILL NOT get AIDS by donating.
m\ m
Sera-Tec Biological.,

*-**«- 'a*mr«t 'o> ()UHN> nuKra eeooucif

question correctly.
Located on the corner of ID and IMB
In what month and year did the
oceanllner Titanic sink?
Lail weck'i aaiwer: No mwn

Shed extra pounds the safe way.

$151st donation
$25 2nd donation
Not in same week
Previous donors:
$151st donation
$20 2nd donation In the same week.

^™ ^^^
m—mA ^_
W™

Be the first to come down to
fint gear and answer the

K you have a friend or loved
one whose birthday Is
approaching, send your greet
ing to the Progress classifieds
It's FREE. Mail to 117
Donovan Annex or send via e
maiito
progress@acs.eku.edu.
Include name and number for
verification.

Limited Partnership
292 S. Second St.
Call for business hours,

624-9815

U)»
Assistant Copy Editor
Mm iccicli Ihn rnnu nWitn, lat .«Ji.^ ... ..
r 22f,'^,,!J2i»2.P,y„e„d'i5L'"

,ead

i,'.,c>

a, d Pd

?

""<g slafl stories and may be asked to write a

: "loroughly check I

I Pays $15 week
I • Assistant Photo Editor

enter
630 Big Hi Ave. Suite #3

RtehmonaKY
(606) 623-4400

responsible lo, Pnopio Poll leatura M.-.II shooting a
5 sibling with photo filing

„om

wo.k

and

I Pays $25 week
«^«v
Z Eastern Progress

117 Donovan Annex
o22-1881 progress; '-acs.eku.edu
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► Student Association

Senate looking to increase budget
BY AlVSSA BWAMLAGE
Managing editor

A new semester brings with it
a whole list of things to do
besides the usual validating IDs,
paying fees and finding classes.
For Student Association President
Mike Lynch, this semester brings
another kind of list.
"I think I have a lot of enthusiasm for this being my second
semester," Lynch said.
That enthusiasm is noticeable
in his To do" list.
In 11 weeks Lynch wants to
address such topics as the student activity fee, Student
Association's budget, the new student services building and providing rides to students returning
from downtown.
Lynch would like to see three
things done with the $130-persemester student activity fee
which goes to support athletics
and student activities.
He wants the percentages and
dollar amounts that are given to
various departments spelled out.

vices, registration and other services essential to students' needs
New goals
all conveniently located in one
Senate identified several issues
building.
to focus on this spring:
"If it is a student services building, why aren't student govern■ Activity fee
ment offices there?" Lynch said.
■ Student Association budget
"I'll look into whether student
■ New student services buildgovernment offices should be
there."
ing .
Student Association's budget is
■ Providing rides to students
another
topic Lynch wants to
returning from downtown
address.
"We have the lowest budget in
Kentucky," he said.
Lynch also wants to form a stuLynch also wants to look into
dent committee to advise the providing
rides to students
president of the university of any returning from downtown.
changes that need to be made on
This would prevent students
how the fee is divided.
from walking back on campus and
The final change involves the getting in trouble, getting
account used for the fee. Lynch attacked and driving drunk,"
wants to see the money put into Lynch said.
its own individual account, sepaSome issues from last semesrating it from the general fund.
ter are still on the senate's agenda
"That's our big project," he for spring. Lynch still wants to
work on a safe crossing to
said.
The proposition to build a new Lancaster parking lot. A new prostudent services building would posal would put a parking garage
have it include admissions ser- across Lancaster Avenue with a

walk way extending from the
third floor over the street.
A proposal by Vice President
Lisa Smith to add more emergency phones on campus has
been tabled by the Council on
Student Affairs. The association
will rework the proposal this
semester.
The special committee formed
to deal specifically with the health
and wellness center will get a
workout this semester when plans
kick into high gear.
Student Association will also
continue to be involved in the
presidential search. Members will
be able to interview the three to
five candidates who have been
selected to replace President
Hanly Funderburk.
Above all, Lynch wants to leave
office with someone to take his
place.
"If we don't have two people
run for president next semester,
I'll be disappointed," Lynch said.
"A good leader isn't good unless
he leaves someone behind to
lead."

► General Assembly

Jefferson lawmakers propose merit-based scholarships
Awards would be
funded by lottery
BY CHARLES LEWIS

Assistant news editor

Two Kentucky lawmakers have
co-authored legislation that would
provide scholarships based on
merit instead of need to
Commonwealth students.
Sens. Tim Shaughnessy D —
Louisville, and David K. Karem D
— Louisville, presented their bill
to the state senate Jan. 6. The legislation calls for the establishment
of the Commonwealth Merit
Scholarships program.

Senate Bill 21, which establishes the merit scholarship program,
would be partially funded from lottery revenues. The rest of the
money would come from grants
from the federal government, or
gifts and endowments from individuals.
Sen. Shaughnessy said the program will be open to all students.
Eligibility will be determined by a
formula based on GPA, SAT or
ACT scores and the courses taken
in high school.
It will be open to full- and parttime students attending any
Commonwealth business school,
college, university, school of nursing or vocational school that
actively participates in the federal

Pell Grant program — a government sponsored need-based assistance program.
A main focus of the merit
based program is to "Keep the
best students from Kentucky, in
Kentucky," Shaughnessy said.
Gov. Patton has not openly
endorsed the bill, but said he will
support it if the two need-based
scholarship programs, the College
Access Program, and the Tuition
Assistance Program, are 100 percent funded. These two programs
are funded at approximately $28
million annually and provide
scholarships for about 24,000
needy students a year, said Londa
Wolanin, chief operating officer of
the Kentucky Higher Education

Assistance Authority.
Annually, about 12,000 qualified students don't get financial
help because the funds are not
available.Wolanin said.
It will take an additional $14
million next fiscal year to provide
scholarships to all of the needbased qualified students, she
said.
On Monday, Patton told the
Council on Postsecondary
Education that his budget will
fully fund the the existing state
scholarship programs.
Shaughnessy said none of the
merit-based scholarships will be
awarded until the need-based programs are fully funded.

YOUR SPRING BREAK DISCOUNT VACATION

The Oaytona Welcome Center
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NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES!

WE'RE ALWAYS BUSY
BAKING BREAD.
Our bread's baked fresh every few hours. In fact,
all our ingredients are fresh-from cold cuts to free fixin's.
Whichever Subway sub you choose,
we make it fresh-inside and out.

«SUB
539 Leighway Drive,
Opposite Denny's

Mon.-Sat. 10a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun. 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.

LYNN
A DIVISION OF LYNN BLUE PRINT

Copies Fast & Close to Campusif
Located in the Shopper's Village near Super One Foods

LYNN
r
-•
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TAYLOR'S SPORTING GOODS
College Park Center • 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • 623-9517 • 6 days a week

tr££C0#£

MCA-

£*&/

Jto us fsr attefyeur

IPasft tPirO@i/A(3% S©ir^0@@
E res
MMMMMMBI MQeadaB *p » Accwted
Locally owned
and operated

m
Money to loan on most things of value!
We carry guns, knives, electronics,
and jewelry!
Hours: M-F 10-6 and Sat. 9-4

623-0960
University Shopping Center across from Winn-Dixiel

Making A Connection

O

0

Walters, Palmer halls selected to try new campus Internet service
BY JACMTA FELDMAN

N&ws editor

What you need

Hitching a ride on the information super
highway is going to be a lot easier for students living in Walters and Palmer halls
this semester. And a lot cheaper, too.
These two halls have been chosen to be part of
a pilot project to test ResNet, a computer network
service that will give students access to the World
Wide Web, Vax accounts and the library's online
catalog in their dorms without the use of a
modem.
"They'll free up your phone lines, so you can
stfrf the net and talk to a friend on the phone about
it at the same time," said Judy Cahill, training
administrator at academic computing.
.Instead of using a modem to connect to the
internet, students will plug their computers into
the data box installed on the walls.
All the dorms are equipped with data boxes,
but right now they are not in service. But once the
RepNet network is installed, they will serve as a
student's link to the internet, Cahill said.
' Academic computing's goal is to have another
five dorms hooked up to ResNet by the end of the
summer, and all the residence halls connected by
h* fall of 1999, or the spring of 2000. psychology
,>rgfessor Steve Falkenberg said.
•Some halls, like Telford. will take longer to contract because the wiring in their data boxes are
olcBr. and need to be updated. To get the network
tofjhese dorms, part of the street will have to be

TTIto®

MM?

Recommended equipment for full
connection to ResNet
■ An Intel/Microsoft-compatible with
• a 33 MHz processor
• 16 MB RAM
• 50 MB of free hard disk space

• Windows 95

■ An Apple Macintosh with
• a 68030 processor
•12 MB RAM
• 20 MB of free hard disk space
•System 7.1

dug up, so the building can be re-wired,
Falkenberg said.
Along with the internet service, all students win
be able to create their own web page with ResNet,
Cahill said.
The web pages are a communication tool. This
is the way you get to know students in class,"
Falkenberg said.
Getting a web page will be similar to getting a
Vax account A student will apply at academic conv
puting. Then, each student will be responsible for
creating and keeping up his or her page,
Falkenberg said.
"The really exciting thing about this is what iffi
do for EKU education-wise," he said.

He said he felt with the student web pages, 24hour access to the library's catalog and the world
wide web students will have better communication
with each other and their professors.
To use the ResNet service, students will need a
computer — either a Intel/Microsoft-compatible
microcomputer or an Apple Macintosh — a network card and a cable.
Students participating in the pilot project will
get to use the service free of charge, but they will
nave to buy the network card and the cable, if their
computer doesn't already have it
"A student that has all that in their computer
doesn't have to buy anything, they're ready to go,"
Falkenberg said.
When students fill out applications for ResNet,
they can order the cable and the network card.
The network card, depending on what kind of
computer a student has, will cost either $45 or $65,
and the cable will cost $11 if students buy them
from the university.
After the first year, Cahill said she is not sure
what the cost of the service will be.
"We're still playing this by ear and seeing how
it's working with the pilot project" she said.
She said one option would be to charge each
student that uses the service an individual fee,
probably somewhere from $50 to $80 a semester.
The other opiion student life and academic computing are looking at is an across-the-board raise in
residence halls fees.
"We're putting in a lot of money and effort and
tearing up streets to do this," Falkenberg said.
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n Now, if you look
on the top row of
the University
Shopping Cener.you will find
another Serendipity! This
one, my friend,
' a coffee &
•v. cream shop
where they have
the best deli
lunches and
desserts too!
But that's not
all! They also
have the
greatest
coffee bar
in town!

wouldn t
/
that be an /
unexpected I y
and nappy ( >
discovery. \ 1
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\
kidding'- S,s
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SJ^H^^Aand Ice Cream
644 University
Shopping Center,
Richmond, KY

Mon.-Wed.: 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Thurs.-Sat.: 10 a.m.-11p.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m. - 10 p.m.

COMPACT;

w**E Shop

Stat^

Go on, M*
me. It
might be a
serendipity
You know, a
prince insidta

& m*

Suite 4
630 Big Hill Avenue

624-0198
[we pay (ash for your eds and tapes]

Dozen Roses $ 1 (\95
in Paper
J_ \J

PWjW titters I

Cash and carry with valid EKU ID
expires 1122198.

Ralph's

w

1970 Buna Road

4 mile* south of
Richmond

New & Used Tires
625-1426
Good Used Tires $20 a piece
TANNING VISIT
Buy one single visit and get your next visit FREE!
| Ask about our EKU Discounts & Payment plans! I
Open 7 days per week. Can for appoinOaeat. Waft-bat arc wekoase!
I Please clip and bring this coupon
Limit one per customer
_ Expires 2/15/98

University Shopping Center

624-9351

Mounting and Balance Frig
NewTjres
8ajn.Sp.m.
from $175 a eet
tmWBSkllmM
Mounting and
Balance Free

We keep
you rolling!

MARGARITAS

Walk-ins welcome

Richmond Mall

Got a clue?
Look for us every Thursday.
Eastern Progress
622-1881

X
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and bring ihi<. coupon
E.p 2 I
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GREAT TANNING
-

Long hair and specialty
wraps extra
Sunday 12:30 p.m. 6 p.m.
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New Bulbs!

WEDNSDAY NIGHT

Perm Sale $39
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Happy Hour
ALL DAY MONDAYS

[[ReGisll
Expires 1 18 98
fcOA nC\RR
Mon.-Sat9 am 9p.m.

WHERE YOUR MUSIC MATTERS t-
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Pink Flumingo
I .atindn & Tunning < "o.
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f.:n Hi}:
Hill \\c. • 623-0076
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II \on /icivciciM opinion 01 /c/< a \<w, would

/,/,, tosM WRITE US!
On the corner of First
and Water Streets
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All letters should be submitted by noon. Monday Each letter
should include your name and phone number Letters should not
exceed 250 words

623-002-(
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► Presidential search

Committee narrows field to less than 10
PROGWOt «T»FF HEPOBT

The Presidential Search
Committee has narrowed the number of candidates for Eastern's next
president down to eight to 10 finalists.
The search committee met Dec.
18 to check references of selected
andidates. It plans on meeting

Programs:

Extra funds
could mean
more faculty
From the front

OT program in Kentucky.
It is the largest program of
its type on a single campus
in the United States with a
faculty of 25, Gale said.
"Last year we were visited by the University of
Virginia Commonwealth,
Buffalo and others. They
came to us and asked how
we were doing this training
in this nontraditional environment.
They are now moving
several of their programs
to the very model we started some 20 years ago,"
Gale said.
"If the OT program is
named a program of distinction, it will use its funds
to upgrade technology,
strengthen the graduate
program, support faculty
development and develop
national recognition.
• President Funderburk
said Eastern will prepare
budgets that will begin the
thjrd quarter of this fiscal
y^ar.
■ "We don't want to put in
mpre money than we can
use, and we don't want to
lose any money," he said.

with the finalists for off-campus
interviews this week, Board of
Regents representative Richard
Freed said.
Freed said he could not comment on whether the remaining
candidates were from Eastern to
protect the anonymity of the candidates.
After the committee meets indi-

vidually with the eight to 10 finalists, it will narrow the pool down to
three to five candidates. Then, it
will recommend those remaining
finalists to the Board of Regents.
Freed said the committee is hoping to bring in four candidates by
early February.
"We'd like to conclude as soon
(as we can)," he said.

With the field narrowing, the
committee is nearing closer to find
a replacement for Hanly
Funderburk, whose contract
expires Jury 1.
The search process is proceeding according to schedule," director of public information Ron
Han-ell said. They are right on target"

Food: Funderburk, vice presidents
discussing proposal; senate apprehensive
make.
The greatest social event of the
according to the proposal.
day is the meal, and basically, ifs the
Hopkins said he didn't see greatest event of the day," he said.
money carrying over to the next
By having a mandatory meal plan
semester being a problem.
and
students to spend more
"I would be astounded if students timeforcing
in the dining areas on campus,
couldn't spend $400 a semester on Hopkins felt students will meet and
books and food," he said.
mingle more with each other.
According to the proposal, 420
Student Association, though, wasfreshmen bought a board plan dur- n't ready to endorse the mandatory
ing the fall semester. The sales board plan at its meeting Tuesday.
resulted in $302,190 in revenue. If
Student Association President
this proposal is passed.jthat amount Mike Lynch said senate has been
of revenue for food services could asked by President Funderburk to
jump an additional $400,000.
sumbit a report on students' conLast year the division of food ser- cerns for the propsal before Friday
vices ended the year in the red, los- morning. SA conducted a forum last
ing $161,071. It was the first time night to collect student input
that food services has lost money,
Calling the proposal "the wrong way
Hopkins said.
to go," Student
With the mandaAssociation
tory meal plans, "Let's fix the probPresident Mike
the division of
Lynch said senate
food services will
lems in food
found that a
be guaranteed to
mandatory board
service before
end the year
plan produces
without taking a
more negatives
forcing
students
loss.
than positives for
"I think we
to Join a board
incoming stuhave an obligadents.
plan.
tion to the stuTwo benefits to
dents and to the
Mike Lynch, students would
taxpayers to
Student Association be the chance to
ensure them that
socialize more at
president campus
we are not opereateries
ating in the red,"
» and a "safety net"
he said. "We
for freshmen,
have to make
meaning they would always have at
sure we are not draining the general least $400 to spend on food no matfund to cover costs in the universi- ter how they spent other money.
tyTopping the list of poor outcomes
Hopkins said he felt the mandatory meal plans would be very benefi- of the mandatory food plan were
cial to students, but he said the food services' quality and prices
biggest benefit they would receive is which Lynch called unacceptable.
In addition, those students who
the new friendships they would
From the tront

went with a board plan option over
the Colonel Card option would be
limited in the times and locations
that they could cash in on their
investments.
Board plans require that students
eat during designated times at one
of the three designated cafeterias —
Martin Hall's cafeteria. Top Floor
cafeteria in the Powell Building or
the cafeteria in Stratton Building.
The proposal was submitted to
vice president for business affairs
Earl Baldwin Jan. 7. Baldwin said
the proposal is still being discussed
within the administration, but didn't
want to comment further.
President Hanly Funderburk presented the proposal in a meeting
with university vice presidents
Tuesday morning.
The speed with which the proposal has made it to Funderburk's
office concerned Lynch. He said
most policy changes at Eastern have
to progress through several channels and are fine-tuned several times
before making it to the president
The food service advisory committee, comprised of students and representatives from food service, was
formed last semester to discuss ways
to improve campus eateries. Lynch
said that group only "informally supported" a mandatory board plan.
Since the food service advisory
committee didn't get a look at the
specific plan, Lynch said all constituents involved weren't consulted,
as is the case with most other proposals at Eastern.
"My question is, 'why should students be penalized?" Lynch said.
"Lef s fix the problems in food service before forcing students to join a
board plan."
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FROM $149 PER WEEK
PANAMA CTTY BEACH
FREE DRAFT BEER Al L WEEK LONG *
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WE'LL PAY
YOU TO HAVE
EXCITING
WEEKENDS.
®

Senio.r
Portraits

The Army Reserve will give you
weekend excitement like you've
never had before, and you can earn
more than $18,000 while you're
enjoying yourself during a standard
enlistment
Think about it Onapart-nme
basis, usually one weekend a
month phis two weeks' Annual
Training, you could earn good pay,
have a good time, make good
friends and even be entitled to good
benefits and opportunities to get
money for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on
training in a skill that will last you a
lifetime.
The Army Reserve knows how
to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

623-1270
■AUfoaoMar

ARMY RESERVE
progress@acs.eku.edu

r

January 26, 27, 28, 29, 30
9a.m. - 1p.m. & 2p.m. - 7p.m.
Powell Building, Conference Room F

Schedule your sitting in advance by calling 622-2301
Several poses available
Proofs mailed home for your selection
Portrait packages available
Portraits In
$5 sitting fee
( (intt'mpiii.ii \ Phologi .ipln

Medina. Ohio . . .
• i leading yearbook

photographer for more
Ih.in 25 years.
\
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Employee charged with molestation
Getsi on paid
suspension
BY JACMTA FELDMAN

News editor
An Eastern employee charged
with molesting three boys he
applied to adopt pleaded not guilty
at his arraignment hearing Monday.
Matthew Paul Getsi, an independent living coordinator for The
Training Resource Center, tried to
adopt three brothers, ages 13, 10
and 9 while he was working for the
Department of Social Services,
according to the Lexington HeraldLeader.
Getsi was the brothers' socialworker, and testified in court to
have them removed from their natural mother, the Lexington Herald-

Leader reported.
On Dec. 18, he was charged with
three counts of first degree sexual
abuse, the report also states.
A message was left at Getsi's residence, but he didn't return the caD.
Getsi, 32, is still employed with
the university, but has been suspend with pay because the allegations did not pertain to his job at
Eastern, director of public information Ron Harrell said.
He was hired by the Training
Resource Center in April 1997, associate director of the Training
Resource Center Kathy Frederich
said.
Getsi works for the Training
Resource Center as an outstation
employee, meaning he works outside of Eastern's campus. The center employees about 120 employees
— almost 80 of which are outsta-

tion.
The Training Resource Center is
part of the college of law enforcement It is a program that provides
training for social, human and juvenile justice services.
It also works to create educational experiences for delinquent and
at-risk youth. Different services contract with the Training Resource
Center to enlist their help. The center's biggest contractor is the
Department for Social Services. It
accounts for $6 million of the $8 to
$9 million in contracts the center
gets each year.
Getsi worked under the
Department for Social Services contract, Frederich said.
As a independent living coordinator, he is responsible for training
children in foster care to be able to
care for themselves once they are

old enough to be released from the
state's care, Frederich said.
"Those kids are reaching a certain point where they would no
longer be under the care of the
department," she said.
Director of the Training
Resource Center Bruce Wolford
said the allegations had not been
brought up when Getsi was hired.
"They (Department for Social
Services) actually recommended
his hiring to us," Wolford said.
Wolford said the Training
Resource Center uses the same
methods of back-ground check as
the university when it is hiring new
employees.
Frederich said this incident has
caused the Training Resource
Center to look closer, and do a
more in-depth background search
when hiring employees.

► Rosalinda Bishop trial

Defense asks Eastern to explain cash shortage
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Bishop is indicted on embezzlement charges.

The Jan. 5 trial date for Rosalinde
Bishop, the former cashier in billings
and collections accused of taking over
$100,000, has been changed to March 2.
1998.
The new trial is scheduled for 9 a.m.
and should take about three days to complete, according to court documents.
Bishop was indicted in September on
a charge of taking university funds from
billings and collections over an estimat-

ed five year period.
Court records show that Bishop's
attorney filed a motion for a comprehensive discovery order on Dec. 29.
The motion seeks to require the university to disclose the records it relied
upon in determining the amount allegedly stolen by Bishop, and to cooperate
with the consultant retained by her attorney in reviewing those documents.
Bishop's attorney, Jimmy Dale
Williams, stated that the records furnished through the normal discovery

order were insufficient to adequately
explain how the cash shortage attributed
to Bishop was determined.
He was granted a continuance so his
auditors could review the internal and
external audits conducted by and for the
university from 1991 through 1997.
Bishop's defense has hired G. Alan
Long, C.PA, to review the documentation, stating he needs to meet with representatives from Eastern to explain their
audit policies.

Eastern may house new complex to train police
BY JACMTA FELDMAN

News editor
Gov. Paul Patton announced yesterday his proposal to build a new
$20-million Law Enforcement Basic
Training Complex on Eastern's
campus.
The complex would house 400
beds and a training center for
police officers.
The new building is just part of
the governor's proposal to increase
pay and training for police and firefighters. The proposal also calls for
grants for volunteer fire departments.
If the proposal passes, the

building would be built on the 140acres of land the university
bought for almost $1.5 million in
August.
Originally, Eastern had planned
to use part of the land to build a
300-bed dormitory for the
Department of Criminal Justice
Training. The building would have
a gym, an armory, a physical training center with classroom and
office space.
The governor's proposed complex would be similar to the one
Eastern had planned.
The money for the building, as
well as the other proposals offered

by the governor, would come from
the Kentucky Law Enforcement
Foundation Program Fund (KLEFPF) and the Kentucky Firefighters
Foundation
Program Fund
(KFFPF).
Both were established in 1982
by the General Assembly to provide more training for police officers and firefighters. The Assembly
imposed a tax on property and
casualty insurance to fulfill these
needs.
The tax generates about $45
million a year. Not all the revenue
from the funds is being used now.
Patton's plan would use part of

the fund to finance the new building.
Director of planning and budget
Jim Clark was at the General
Assembly when Gov. Patton
announced his plans for the building.
Clark said he thinks the complex should be up and running
within three to four years.
"It's a continuous expansion of
the programs of distinction. It'll
take the cooperative agreement
between the Department of Justice
and Eastern to a new level," Clark
said.
Julie Clay also contributed to this
story.

839
EKU
Bypass
Carriage
Gate
Shopping
Center

0
c

I

Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Closed
Sunday
624-9825
10%
Student
Discount
IndependenUy
owned and
operated.

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
words you're likely to see in many
course requirements. Then again
Army ROTC is unlike any other
elective. It's hands-on excitement. ROTC will challenge you
mentally and physically
through intense leadership
training. Training that builds

your character, confidence and
decision-making skills. Again,
words other courses seldom use.
But they're the credits you need to
succeed in life. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without obligation and requires
about five hours per week. Register this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAM TAKE
For details, visit 522 Bcgley Building or call
622-1215

Someone
misses you.
1-800-COLLECT
i
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Next Week:

Accent

Death and controversy surround the world
of skiing — is it too
risky? Find out what
some Eastern skiers
think.

ETCHED

King's
crowning
moments

: 5:00 p.m., Tuesday,

16.
k Pearl Buchanan
Reception In Walnut
mmediataty afterward.

Kingly
insights

1929

Born in Atlanta to Alberta
and Michael (later Martin)
King.

1948

Receives a bachelor's
degree in sociology from
Morehouse College in
Atlanta.

1951

Receives a degree from
Crozer
Tneological
Seminary in Chester,
Penn.

1953

Marries Coretta Scott in
Marion, Ala. They had
four children.

1954

Accepts his first pastorate
at trie Dexter Avenue
Baptist
Church
in
Montgomery, Ala.

1955

Receives a Ph.D. in philosophy
from
Boston
University.
Deads boycott on segrefated city buses in
[ontgomery.

1956

King's house is bombed

1957

Becomes youngest recipient of the Springarn
Medal.

1958

Publishes first book,
"Stride Toward Freedom."

1959

Visits India to study the
teachings of Mahatma
Gandhi.

1960

Leaves Dexter Avenue
Baptist Church to co-pastor with his father at
Ebenezer Baptist Church
in Atlanta.
Named president of the
Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference.

1962

Meets with President
John F. Kennedy to discuss civil rights.

1963

Jailed during protests
against segregation in
Birmingham, Ala. Writes
"Letters
From
Birmingham Jail."
Organizes the March on
Washington and delivers
"I have a dream" speech.

Holiday ensures King's legacy of
freedom will continue for generations

« If a man hasn't
discovered
something he
will die for, he
Isn't fit to live.

n Aug. 28, 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
stood in front of the Lincoln Memorial"
and delivered a speech that would
become famous in American history,
The speech culminated
the March on Washington and
gave the entire nation a dream
that "children will one day live in
a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of
their character."
Five years after that speech. King was assassinated on April 4 in Memphis, Tenn., by James Earl
Ray.
On Monday, we celebrate King's life and his
contribution to the civil rights movement
King's dream seems to take on increasing relevance in modern America where minorities are
becoming larger percentages of the population.
In 1996, the nation's population counts were 82%
white, 13 % black, 11% Hispanic and around 5%
other, according to statistics released this year
by the U.S. Census Bureau. (Note: Figures do
not total 100% due to the margin of error in census statistics.)
Despite common agreement that King was
the most prominent leader of the civil rights
movement, a holiday honoring him was not
created until 1983. However, legislation
aimed at making his birthday a national holiday was proposed by Rep. John Conyers, DMichigan, four days after his assassination in
Memphis, according to a 1985 article by the
Seattle Times.
The effort intensified in 1970 when a petition
with six million signatures was submitted to
Congress, but was not strong enough to create
the holiday.
The holiday was proposed at every session
of Congress and always defeated. It faced strong
opposition from those who said King's birthday
was too close to Christmas and from Sen. Jess*Helms. R-North Carolina, who claimed King was a
communist
Finally, in 1983, President Reagan signed the legislation creating the holiday after Rep. Katie Hall, DIndiana, changed the date of the observance to
the third Monday in January.
America began celebrating the
holiday in 1986. Since then, most
cities and campuses have begun
holding yearly events in memory of King and in celebration of his achievements.
At Eastern, the office
of multicultural student
services has decided
to change the day it
celebrates the holiday.
"In the past
turnout has been
hurt because people
go home for the long
weekend and aren't
back on Monday,"
said Sandra Moore,
director of multicultural student services.
"So, we decided to|
hold the program a
Tuesday this year."
The guest speaker
for the program will be Ronald Spears, an Eastern graduate and attorney
for Marco, Marco and Bailey Attorneys at Law in Ohio.

••Hie time Is
always right to
do what is right.

•• I still believe we
shall overcome.

jy

«i refuse to
the view ••• that
the bright daybreak of

4

»

If
equality could
come at once the
Negro would not
be ready for K. I
submit that the
white American is

1965

i,

a reality.

"A good many

1964

1968

%%

ii It's wrong to
hate. It's always
been wrong and
it always will be
wrong! It was
wrong In 2,000
B.C. and It's
wrong in nineteen fifty four

History keeps future from melting together

""T Te is an American, who leaving ing field is if we keep our differences
I—m behind him all his ancient prej- and are still allowed play.
There's a new trend in this counX Audices and manners, receives
new ones from the new mode of life try of trying to place blame for every
he has embraced, the government he mistake that's been made in our
obeys, and the new rank he holds ... young nation. However, no one is willHere individuals of all nations are ing to take responsibility for anything
melted into a new race of men. whose — be it the past, their attitude or their
hate.
labours and posterity will
Denying the past will not
one day cause great
change it Holding grudges
changes
in
the
world,"
Becomes youngest recipibecause of it won't change it
Hector St Jean de
ent of the Nobel Peace wrote
either. Making apologies for
Crevecoeur in 1782.
it changes even less.
Prize.
Was this guy talking
10 think Martin Luther
Publishes "Why We Can't about the same America
King, Jr.. whose birthday we
we
live
in?
Waitcelebrate Monday, would be
myth of the meltBecomes first black man to ingThe
amused at the recent call for
pot is perhaps the
apologies from whites for
be named Time Magazine most harmful American
the sins their ancestors com-Man of the Year."
fiction that still exists. Our
mitted against Native
current history books are
Americans.African
GWENDA BOND
gifts of this myth and, as
Americans and nearly every
My Turn
such, remain in constant
immigrant
group.
revision to include the his- •^■■a^B
Registers to vote at Hotel
Enough with the apologiztones
of
Americans
that
Albert in Selma, Ala. and
ing, let's get on with the business of
come from Europe.
is assaulted by James didn't
This myth also gave us the idea being free, he would say. Because the
George Robinson.
that some day, if we try hard enough, equality he worked for is not about
it is about truth.
Leads march for voting well become color-blind and freedom gestures,
the truth is, we still have a
rights for blacks in Selma. wiD truly reign. What sort of freedom longAnd
way to go. Some people might
requires you to give up an obvious
part of yourself? Why should anyone ask, how will we know when we've
be forced to forget their "ancient prej- gotten there?
When the word "American doesudices and manners?"
Assassinated in Memphis,
The idea of losing our differences n't conjure up any particular image at
to become one unified people has to all. well be there. When the word
Tenn. by James Earl Ray.
be discarded if America is to flourish "American" doesn't instantly create
and get along with itself. The only an image of a white person, well be
—' way America wiD ever be a level play- there. When American history is not

yy

»

King fought so people could be different from each other, not the same

separate from African American.
Asian American, Chicano, Irish,
Jewish or Native American history,
well be there.
Martin Luther King. Jr. lost his life
in the pursuit of a crazy dream that
each person in America has the right

to be who they are without persecution. The holiday commemorating his
life provides an excellent chance for
all Americans to think about the way
race relations have been, the way
they are and the way they ought to
be.

► Movies

PROGRESS

Power to the people
This time, it's your turn to tell us what you
want to see.
The Progress wants clubs, organizaMonday
tions, departments and colleges to send inforbefore
mation for this calendar you are holding in
publication
your hands.
Where
Most importantly, we are looking for
events that can be the best pick. This Is where
117 Donovan
we put the spotlight on an event that would
Annex
appeal to most students and faculty members.
Cost
These range from concerts by the musk
Free of
department to poetry readings to events in the
charge
Richmond community.
If you want to see your event get attention and become the best pick, send what you
want in to What's on Tap at 117 Donovan
Annex or call 622-1872,1881 or 1882 and leave a message.

When

Progress file Photo

TUESDAY

TODAY

A tax workshop, co-sponsored by Eastern's South Central
Small Business Development
Center, will be held at 6 p.m. in
Danville's H and R Block
Building at 216 Brent Ave. in
Danville. To register, call 606677-6120.

A show of works on paper

by Donald Dewey and paintings
by Dal Macon will be open to the
public today through Jan. 28 at
Giles Gallery. The gallery is open
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

FRIDAY

A program about Martin

Luther King Jr. will be at 5 p.m
in Buchanan Theatre. A reception will follow in Walnut Hall of
Keen Johnson Building.

A Everything Under the
Sun and Moon sidewalk sale will
be at Richmond Mall from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday through
Sunday.

UPCOMING

A faculty cameo music

recital will be at 1 p.m. in Foster
300. It is open to the public

The following events will

occur on campus throughout the
spring. Have fun.

SUNDAY

JAN

The Unitarian Ui
Fellowship will bold a meeting at
10:30 am at 209 St. George St

FEB

I Martin Luther King Jr.
Day. Classes will not meet and
wrll resume Tuesday. Have a
nise holiday.

Feb. 16. No
President's Day.

i &

:)r

week Dorms

MAR

classes—

Monday-Friday
3-7 & 10 p.m.-mid.

i $5 OFF

Saturdays
11 a.m.-7 & 10 p.m.mid.

and receive

623-1199

MAY
May 4
close May

Happy Hour

CHECK
EXCHANGE

your next transaction.
Minimum $100 transaction.
One per visit.
Some restrictions apply.
University
Shopping Center
(Near Social Security Office)

$1.00 Beer always
Everyday

Madison
152 N. Madison Ave. 623-9720

<BALL009&
<TDQO «J!
lAdkrWanofTiwAddsdlbudi* /
WMsVarMyot:

Tha Mm version ot
"Grease" with John

March 14.
Spring Break
starts. Halls
close at 10 am.
and will re-open
8 am March 22.

Travolta is returning
this spring. Try-outs
lor the play version
on campus are
today. Call 1315
for more
intorma-

APRIL

• LooneyTune
'Bean'R
• Stuffed
• Candy

• Mugs

• gourmet Cocoa $
• •BoTced gift Sets
%

Kentucky Educational
Savings Plan Trust
1050 US 127 South
Frankfort. KY 40601-4323
Toll Free 1-800-338-0318

Mention this ad and get
free delivery on campus.
623-0453

226 N. Second St.

rHrlM|pfc| Richmond, Ky
April 3. Lil Sibs
weekend, sponsored by RHA

Go Back to School

kicks off.

with Little Professor

April 22. The

Jan. 22 and 25. Eastern's
Food Services and the Baptist
Student Union will hold Super
Bowl parties on those respective
dates.

MONDAY

Feb. 25. The musical
"Grease" will be performed by
the theater department at 8 p.m
through Feb. 28 in Gilford
Theatre.
*

Bring this coupon to

play "Keery and
Du" will be performed at 8
p.m. by the
theater department through
April 25 at
Gilford
Theatre.

Classics
Cliff Notes
Bestsellers
T,
Children's Books
Magazines

April 27.
Dead week
begins, the
final week
of classes.

Little Professor

<

BOOK CENTER

THE U.B.S. ADVANTAGE

428 Ricmond Mall 623-0522

ftmbUS!
How About It-Students!
Tlffld of tha
Same Old Una Hasslo ?

-CHECKOUT
U.B.S AND
AVOID ALL
THOSE
L0.....NG
CAMPUS
LINES

SHOP ft COMPARE
• More used Textbooks
• Storewide Discounts
■ Instant Cash
• No Waiting-Fast Checkout
• Students Doing Business
With Students
• Year - Round Book Buying

-

CASH
FOR YOUR
BOOKS!

jBRtNG YOUR BOOKS TOC
UaWctsltv Seek * Supply

n» tSattal Star*. Jmi Off
1090 Lancaster Road
624-0220

of
00*6^

»

1

Moor* Moo -FfI •-■ - |

Ask about our everyday

BUYING BOOKS : Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. • Sat. 9:00 - 5:00
Just QEECampus . 1090 Lancaster Road
Instant Cash For Books - It Doesn't Matter Where You Bought Them

y>

MBE

University Shopping Canter
Richmond. KY 40475
Phone (606)624-4300
Fax (606)624-8899

: Our Sneaky Pete Sale - January 18th

Frequent Copici Discounts

COPIES:
40 COPIES

Color ^!
Copies!

Limit 500 par parson, par day

: Our Class Ring Day Sale your Choice of Class Rings
Take $25 off - January 19th

• Ona SMa • 20* WhMa Bond
81/2x11 -Salt Sarvlca

• 1/2x11 • Editing sxtra

Coupon Raouirad
AvailaW* Only Al:
620 Easlam Bypass
Expires 2/15*6
Not V»W with Orhar Oftsti

Open - 9 a.m. til 5 p.m.

$1 OFF
|PQ Ground, 2nd day
KJw
O or ovarnight

Plus : Remember Book Returns End Saturday - January 24th

H IsMmum Onssr
AuBtortzad UPS Shipping OutM

L

Coupon Required
Available Only At
620 Eastern Bypass
Expires 2/15*96
Not VaM with Other Oners

Coupon Required
AvailaaeOnlyAt 2
620 Eastern Bypass- - Expires 2/15/96
Not VaM »MhOt>er Oners

696
Pa>f month

Ml
ttsMs

Mailbox
Service
o««moathi
«Hh.o» 13 month
N—a-.iutomy

Ai
620EaMsm
Expires 2/1
Not VaM wMh Otm
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Arts

I: The Rolling Stones change
fflffiords from "Let's Spend the
IJ^ht Together" to "Let's spend
some time together" at the
iSuest of CBS censors on the
%£) Sullivan Show."

fccThe box office

► Worst films

Best of the Best

$!IB' biggest hit
St looks like last year was a good
>tji>r for men in black, pretty
*wp«n and all craft from Titanic to
Am Force One.
"Men
in
Black," with
Tommy Lee
Jones and Will
Smith, was the
biggest blockbuster of last
year, grossing
$250 million at
the U.S. box
office.
The sci-fi comabout
Will Smith is two edy,
covert agents
Ipr two with
who
patrol
blockbusters.
alien visitors,
had good wordo!f-mouth from critics and was the
r(iost hyped flick of the year.
' Steven Spielberg's "The Lost
World: Jurassic Park" came in second with $229 million at the box
ojffice.
; The dino flick, which cost $75
million to make, made money but
feJI a $100 million short of the first
fl)ck.
; Proving to still have some juice,
Jim Carrey had the third biggest
blockbuster of the year with "Liar
Uar."
' The spring comedy brought in
$181-million and helped wash away
tlie.memory of "The Cable Guy."
[ Also washing away memories of
two flops ("Sabrina" and "The
Devil's Own"), Harrison Ford
proved the Force was still with
him, as his presidential hijacking
thriller "Air Force One" came in
fourth for the year, and Ford's 20year-old performance as Han Solo
helped the re-release of "Star
Wars" come in sixth.
] The $138 million "Star Wars"
made helped the film become the,
highest grossing film in America.
. I He most expensive film of all
tfeie, "Titanic," is also flexing box
office muscle. Since its release
Ltec. 19, the film has grossed $110
njillion in the last two weeks of
1397.
j It has since grossed near it's
cast at $200 million.
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Batman strikes out
And what were the worst films
of the year. The raspberry this year
goes to...

A look back at the best and worst movies of 1997

1. "Batman
and Robin."
Yes, it was the
worst film of
the
year.
Arnold camps
madly, Alicia
Silverstone
made for a
frumpy Batgirl
and George
Clooney displayed all the George Clooney
acting ability of ponders his batan action fig- future
ure.
After this
one, the series should be laid to
rest.

STORIES BY MICHAEL ROY

Arts editor

Well, another year has
passed and movies seem
to have gone from awful
to (airly decent. In fact, a number of
movies released last year were
pretly good. But only five films rose
above the rest. The five best films
of 1997 were:
1. "Titanic." James Cameron's
epic story, combining a fictional
love story between upper class but
unhappy Rose (Kate Winslet) and
lower class free spirit Jack
(Leonardo DiCaprio) with the sinking of the RMS Titanic on April 15.
1912. is the best film of the year.
Cameron stuck his neck out to
make a film with raw emotion and a
touching spirit.
The movie really picks up during the last hour, when the Titanic
meets its demise and the film's
lovers cling to each other the most.
The image of the great boat disappearing into the
sea is one of
the most stunning images
ever filmed. It
is a masterpiece.
2."The Empire Strikes
Back: Special
Edition." One
of the best
Our last mention films released
last year origiof Darth Vader.
nally came out
17 years ago. It
doesn't matter. This sequel to "Star
Wars" contains more amazing
effects, combined with a darker
atmosphere as Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill) learns the Force,
Han Solo (Harrison Ford) is turned
into a wall sculpture and Darth

2. "Starship Troopers."
"Starship Bloopers" is more like it.
The biggest disappointment of the
year, considering the combination
of author Robert Heinlein and
"RoboCop"
director
Paul
Verhoeven.
A bunch of graduates from the
Aaron Spelling School of.j
Performing Arts take on gigantfc-^
insects. The bugs are better actorsi-r;

Photo submittad
Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet as the young lovers of James Cameron's romantic epic "Titanic." The film,
which has made several top ten lists, is nominated for several Golden Globe Awards, including Best Picture.

Vader makes Homer Simpson look
like a good parent Still the best of

the trilogy.
3. "Chasing Amy." This
romantic comedy, from "Clerks"
director Kevin Smith, is a comical
love story with a simple premise.
Boy — likable comic book artist
Holden (Ben Affleck) — meets lesbian — sexy, funny Alyssa (Joey
Lauren Adams).
Smith makes the storv funnv
and realistic, even though it falls
apart in the last stretch. The closest
the independent film market came
this year to a "Fargo."
4. "The Daytrippers." This
independent comedy will surprise
those who give it a chance. The

film concerns a woman (Hope
Davis) who suspects that her husband is cheating on her.
She travels to New York City to
find him, along with her sister
(Parker Posey), her sister's
boyfriend and her quarreling parents.
The film takes its time to build
the characters and isn't burdened
with over-the-top effects and a story
that rushes from A to B. It also gets
bonus points for using a Beatles
song for the title.
5. "Face/Off." The best of the
summer's big-budget blockbusters,
John Woo's slam bang match of
wills between an obsessed FBI
agent (John Travolta) and a devious criminal (Nicolas Cage) gets

3. "Fools Rush In." Proof that,,
we won't be there for "Friends!!;.*
who make movies.
Matthew Perry and Salma
Hayek sink in this tired romantic
comedy.

personal
as
both
men
switch identities.
Woo builds
characters first,
then lets the
action
sequences
occur.
Ciood performances
by
Nicolas Cage is
Travolta, Cage
the cool guy in
and Joan Allen
"Face/Off."
as Travolta's
wife balance
Woo's
stunning, violent imagery and make the
film rise above overblown action
pictures like "Con Air" or "Speed
2."

4.
"The Pest." John
Leguizamo can be funny.
n,rBut in this film, he resorts to,jJim Carrey humor and barely sur-..~
vives the film's story, a combina--tion of "Most Dangerous Game"
meets The Jerk."
5. "Evita." It may have come»>>'
out in 1996, but many didn't see it
until last year.
It is the definitive Madonna
movie, meaning it is a big twohour-plus music video, courtesy of
director Alan Parker. Stunning
music, sucky movie.
.;• .1-

Exhibit showcases different styles
of creating light and dark in art
By tficHAEL ROY
Art editor
■

about the work. Dewey would
rather have people come up with
. Images of dark and light will be their own ideas. Plus, "titling is a
tft main focus of the first art show challenge," Dewey said jokingly.
"A lot of my ideas come from
ojjthe semester.
■ The art department's first show the media," Dewey said. Much of
Dewey's
wll feature works by
work is very
afl professor Donald
surrealistic,
Djwey and part-time
Dewey/Macon show
recalling
instructor
Dal
the paintWhen: 10:30 a.m. to4:30
MJacon. The show,
ings
of
wEEE opened yesterp.m. Mon. through Frit
famed surrill run through
realist
;28 at Giles
Where: Giles Gallery
Salivador
ry in Campbell
Dali.
ng.
Dewey also
exhibit will
case new works by both pro- added he wants people to come up
with their own opinion of the work.
fessors.
"I want a person to use their
S^Ojong the pieces in Dewey's
are two new pieces named imagination," Dewey said. "An
image is open to interpretation."
' No. 1 and No. 2.
Dewey admits his work clashes
lon't like to give titles,"
Dewey said. He said a title "indi- with Macon's work in the use of
cjates what the artist was thinking" ideas and subjects. By contrast.

; EKU Substance Abuse Committee
www.eku.edu/substanceabuse

Macon uses brighter strokes in his
work.
"I am one who enjoys color,"
Macon said. "I use the kinds of
color in real objects."
t Macon was encouraged by his
parents and neighbors to build his
talent But he waited until his mid208 to pursue his work.
Macon said his work is "a
hobby." "I saw myself as an artist,"
Macon said. "I like to be called a
contemporary realist"
Macon said his work begins as
pencil sketches and goes from
there. "I simply work in the season
they (the paintings) occur," Macon*
said.
The exhibits are a combination of
images that try to "accentuate the
positive," Dewey said.
The gallery is open from 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The shows are open to the
public.

Brian Simms/Progress
Donald Dewey presents two new pieces of art, titled No.2 and No. 1, respectively. The show, the first of the
semester, will feature works from Dewey and pieces by Dal Macon, a new professor in the art department.

.SUB
WELCOME
BACK EKU!

WE DELIVER!
624-9241
Delivery Hours
Mon-Sat 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Choose from the
Shrimp and More Platter or me Shrimp and More Dinner

Store Hours

SMRI\ir& FRIFSfl CHICKING I KltS

Mon -Sat 10:30 a.m. • 1 a.
Sun 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

25

s\l \l)s
llHD^nCOMip

169 3.19

COID en COM90
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Chicken, Fries,
Hush Puppies &
Sweet 4t Sour Sauce

One coupon per customer Not good
with any other coupon or discount
offer F«piml/ltVW I0W Rrrra
Road, Richmond, Kv

One coupon per customer Not good
with any other coupon or discount
offer F spires 1/111/W lOWBerea
Road, Richmond. Ky
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DBISSINOS French «a«cli Oil ana Vinafar UCal I
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|DRIHKS < SMALL
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w

> CHIPS | .so

MEDIUM

LARGE

«

1
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1
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[ Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
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1PESSERT< ao

$ 25

Bite Size Shrimp, Jp 2
Fries Hush Puppies
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HSH&CHICKEN "

FRIES

1-Piece
Fish
& Chicken

$^25

'2
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with any other coupon or discount
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Road. Richmond. Ky

a»> laisa

2

.
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3
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Profiles

Had MONO
Recently?

graph Moore understands racism
Sandra Moore

Sick of being sick?
This will make you feel better!
If you've had mono in the
last 30 days, you could get
$50 for donating plasma.

Call 624-9815

BYGWENOABO*
Accent editor

or stop by

Sandra Moore has lived a life
colored by her skin.
As the youngest of nine
children in one of the few black
families in Mingo County, W. V.,
she was part of the first generation
of children to attend integrated
schools.
"When I excelled — at cheerleading, track or academics — I felt
like part of the group," Moore said.
"But I also felt very alone because
there weren't many black students
around."
Growing up in Mingo County,
she met the man she would later
marry, Tim Moore, assistant track
coach at Eastern. He is white.
Moore feels she is sometimes
perceived as racist because people
Mingo County, W. V.
see a conflict between her job as
Occupation
director of mulitcultural student
Director, Multicultural
services and her marriage.
Student Services
"People know of me and not
Aapiiatioflia
about me," Moore said. "I'm held
To bring race relations from
to standards other administrators
where they are now on camon campus are not."
pus to where they should be.
Often people question whether
her son was raised to be in touch
Did you know:
with his black heritage. This disShe was captain of the cheertresses her.
leading squad in high school.
"My son got the best and the
worst of both worlds. He was
raised to respect individuals based
on their being individuals."
It makes sense, then, that this
capable woman, familiar with the
hardships racism creates, would
take on a job helping minority stu" I've said for y
dents.
She worked at Berea College
. that race relafor 10 years in student services
tions would get
and then took a job in Illinois.
She came to Eastern in 1988
worse before
because the job in Illinois forced
her into a "commuter marriage."
they get betterMoore was also attracted to the
challenge minority affairs preand they have.
sented.
->*
"I wish I could clone and have
more than one of me," Moore said.
"Recruiting and keeping our students and working to enhance race

SERA-TEC BI0L0GICALS St.

During her 10
years at Eastern,
Moore said she has
taken heat for working with minorities
and her interracial
marriage. This year
her office met six of
eight state guidelines for multicultural studies.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

record

SUNSHOPPE
Unlimited Tanning for
January and February

$25 a month
5 Beds with new bulbs
Mon-Fri 9am.-8p.m.
Sat«(Sun 11a.m. 6p.m

A
y/\
/

SlOHMainSt
623-8110

Bnan Simms/Progress
affairs
become
multicultural
services.
Moore saw what started as minority

relations on campus is a big job for
one person."
She cannot mask the passion
she feels about certain issues, such
as the misconception that multicultural services is only for black students or the popular arguments
about minority scholarships and
affirmative action that miss the
point

Lena Porzio
always said
eat your
Pasta.
It's almost
as good here.

"People don't realize that
instead of splitting up the pie into
1/32's we can just bake another
pie," Moore explains.
Looking at the award-covered
walls in Sandra Moore's office and
listening to her talk about the joys
of working closely with students, it
is clear her life has been about
impact instead of color.

Under the Army's Loan Repayment program, you
could get out from under with a three-year enlistment
Each year you serve on active duty reduces your
indebtedness by one-third or $1,500, whichever amount
is greater, up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

623-1270

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

We Piled On Everything
Except The Pnce.

Madison
152 N. Madison Avc. 623-9720

RUSH
Kappa Alpha Order
Spring 1998
off
2 p.m. Powell Lobby

Jan. 20

Tues!
10 a.

Jan. 20

;. Billiards & Subs with Brothers
7 pan. - 9 p.m. Powell Rec. Room

Jan. 21

Wed. Basketball & Pizza with
Brothers
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Weaver Gym

Jan. 22

Jan. 23

Thurs. Defining the Gentleman
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Jaggars Room
Fri.
Bid Day
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Jaggars Room

Harderir

C 1»97 HwdMi Food SyMflW. Wc Oft« good HI- rsgukv WMkl.il hour, at participaling HvdM '>• tWMiw kx a kmwd Urn.

520 Eastern Bypass • 107 South Keeneland Dr.
^Biscuit 4N' Gravy

: Sausage & Egg Biscuit

990

790
PIMM tmm coupon IMMM| OK» not good M combnaakxi
a*h any Other Off**. On. coupon par cuMomor. pm MM. pM.
Cuwomar muff pay any uka ua du. Ch vakw 1/1000 ol I. Otar

fiacdecr
OiHQ7Hi«*—t food Off ma hx

I
•
I

H—p—pMWt»j OttnoigooJInuiiililmJIon^n
arty ofhor orlor. On. coupon p» cuaKxrw. por MM. pk.au CuMOftW
mjatpa»«i*Mtnuudua. OBfcMtM VMM** tft OH* ||Nd aftti
ngukv bmMM hour, through MM ■ P***>««"« hMMft •
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Activities
All 'A' Tourney
boosts morale
and economy

But what about
the parking?

Over $2.5 million spent in Richmond
year's tournament brought such
powerhouses as Lexington
Catholic, the '97 boys' champions,
The state of Kentucky is known and Hazard, which won the '97
for Its rich basketball tradition. women's title.
Now the city of Richmond has a
Mardi Miller, Executive
tradition all its own.
Director of the Richmond
Richmond and Eastern are Tourism and Main Street
once again hosting the All "A" Department, said the tournament
Classic Basketball Tournament is a huge contributor to the econofrom Jan. 28 to Feb. 1. The boys' my of Richmond. The five-day
and girls' tourtournament
nament will be
brings 32 boys'
held at Alumni
and
girls'
All 'A' Classic
Coliseum. This
Division
I
will make the
teams from all
When: Jan. 28 - Feb. 1
seventh year
over the state
Whore: Alumni Coliseum
the tournament
and over 50,000
has been held
visitors
to the
To volunteer: Call
in Richmond.
city, filling up
Richmond Tourism at 626-8474
hotels
in
The All "A"
Richmond,
js a basketball
Berea
and
tournament for
sometimes
high schools
with an enrollment of 425 stu- Lexington.
The tournament is profitable
dents or less in grades 10-12.
Since high school basketball is for other local businesses as well.
not divided into division play According to the Kentucky
like football, this tournament Department of Travel, the tournaoffers a chance to recognize the ment generated over $2.5 million
best Division I schools in the in Madison County last year.
state.
In an effort to make the tournaIn the past, these small schools ment a success, the Richmond
have proved that good things do Tourism and Main Street
come in small packages. Last Department needs donations and

STORIES BY DENA TACKETT

Activities Editor

Progress file photo
Hazard guard Charlotte Sizemore (left), Lori Graves and Jamie Boggs with assistant coach Hugh Cosimini after
the Lady Bulldogs captured the girls' title 53-45 over Lexington Catholic. The title Was Hazard's first since 1955.
Lexington Catholic won the boys' title 80-63 over Paintsville. It was the team's second-ever All "A" Classic title.

volunteers. Five hospitality rooms,
which offer three meals a day, are
provided for the athletes, coaches
and other personnel. Many local
restaurants and grocery stores
have donated food and supplies,
but more is still needed.
"Many of EKU's fraternities
and sororities are volunteering,
but we still need more people,"
Miller said. She said that over 200
volunteers are needed and there
is a variety of positions and shifts
available, but the biggest opening
is for people who could work from
Friday to Sunday. Many positions

are open, but there is a specific need
for people to take tickets and usher.
Michelle Mayer, president of
Delta Zeta, is one of the many
sorority and fraternity members
volunteering. Mayer said the
group always volunteers at the
tournament because it is something in the community that needs
to be done and members always
have a good time doing it.
Doug Vowels, philanthropy
chair of Sigma Chi, is one of the
volunteers that will be at the
Richmond Tourism booth. He and
others are in charge of helping

the visitors with hotel reservations and transportation during
the tournament.
As philanthropy chair, Vowels
decides which events the fraternity will participate in, whether it is
fund-raising, community service
or volunteering in things such as
the tournament.
The All "A" needs a lot of help
and we don't mind doing iL" Vowels
said. "We get to meet a lot of people
and help the community at the same
time."
For more information, call 626VISIT.

Along with the economic
boost, the AD "A" Classic presents
commuters who park at Alumni
Coliseum with an impossible task
— parking.
The five-day tournament,
which brought over 50,000 out-oftown visitors to the area last year,
is held in Alumni Coliseum, a
prime parking site for commuters.
During the tournamenL parking will be on a first-come-firstserve basis.
According to Mark Jozefowicz,
assistant director at the division
of public safety, parking hasn't
been a problem in the past
"We are adequately equipped
with enough parking for the visitore and commuters," Jozefowicz
said. He said that commuters can
park in either the Begley or
Ashland lots and that shuttle
buses are available for transportation to and from places on campus.
There have never been any
major or high volume of complaints," Jozefowicz said.
However, many students disagree.
"It's hard to find parking anyway," said Crystal Ware, a senior
special education major who commutes from Winchester. "And
although the tournament is good
for the community, I feel that
Eastern should put the students'
interests first"
April Scalf, a senior accounting
major, has her own view of how
things should be handled.
"I think they should make the
visitors park across the road in
those other lots and use the shuttle buses for them." Scalf said..
They need to do something
about it, definitely."

Sign on: Funnyman Engvall takes a crack at Eastern
BY DENA TACKETT

Activities Editor

Mil Engvall Comedy
Performance
When: 8 p.m. Friday
Where: Brock Auditorium
Tickets: Powell Building Room 128; cost is
$17.50. Students can participate in a special
offer. CenterBoard is allowing them to buy two

Bill Engvall,
known for his
"Hera's Your
Sign" routine

tickets for the price of one during certain times:
Today 1 - 4:30 p.m.

,

Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

GRINDER '. THE BEST OVEN-HOT SUB EVERI

It's your first weekend back at
school and you've got nothing to
do? You've rearranged the furniture
in your dorm room three times
already and still can't figure out
how you want to spend your
evening.
Well, here's your sign!
Bill Engvall, famous for his
"Here's Your Sign" routine, will
be performing at 8 p.m. this
Friday
night
in
Brock
Auditorium.
Engvall plays "Bill Pelton" on
NBC's The Jeff Foxworthy Show"
at 8 p.m. Monday nights. He and

OIAKT !•■ PIZZAS
GRAND CANYON CHILI

•
•
.
•

DRAFTBEE*
17 MEAT HOT SANDWICHES
SOUTHWESTERN BLACK BEAN JOUP
FRESH TASTY SALADS

•
•

MILD MESA CHILI
ORINDER BREAD BAKED FRESH
DAILY
CARRIAGE OATE SHOTTING CENTER.
NEAR K-MART • ON THE BY-TASS

•

• 624-1540

• ARIZONA JACK'S

like Rosie O'Donnell.
The show is presented by
CenterBoard, a programming
board for entertainment and social
life on campus. CenterBoard is
working on several other special
events for this semester, including
a concert by the Dave Matthews
Band and a performance by comedian Carrot Top.
Tickets for the Engvall show are
$17.50, but CenterBoard is making
a special offer for students.
"Students may purchase tickets
buy one, get one free Thursday
from 1-4:30 p.m. and Friday from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.," said Skip
Daugherty, dean of student development. "But only 400 tickets are

available at these special prices."
Tickets and other information are
available in Room 128 of Powell
Building.
CenterBoard, Residence Hall
Association
and
Student
Association also sponsor a variety
of feature movies each week. The
movies are shown on channel 40,
the Colonel Cable Network.
The movies that are to be shown
next week are "Blues Brothers."
"Con Air" and "Grosse Pointe
Blank."
Educational clips are shown
between movies and last from two
to five minutes. For movie show
times, check the listing on channel
40 each day.

TMNIK TOMANCBS
Valentine's Day E>esigns & Gift Ideas

TMNK (GIRIE1EIO

• ARIZONA JACK'S
.
•

Foxworthy play lifelong friends
who are reunited when Foxworthy
and family move into a suburb in
Atlanta.
Engvall, who won the 1992
American Comedy Award for Best
Male Stand-Up Comedian, includes
topics such as kids, family life and
animals in his routine. And, of
course, there is the infamous
"Here's Your Sign."
Throughout Engvall's career, he
°has appeared on numerous television shows such as "Designing
Women" and "Golden Palace" and
has hosted A&E's "Evening at the
Improv:" Besides funnyman Jeff
Foxworthy, he has worked with
many giants in the comedy circuit.

Crests - Lettering

THINK BASKETBALL!
Sports Designs • Team Logos

We Personalize For 1 or 100 Plus!
When you think of embroidery,

-

THINK
%> tone worth g>hirt Co. 31 nc.
Richmond Mall
Mon. - Sat. 10-9 Sun. 1-6

PIERCING
Our work is our BEST
advertisement!
Open 7 days a week

623-68521 L> 120 S. Second St 624-0255
BRING THIS AD IN
AND

Get $5 off our
10,15, or 20 visit
packages!

x

><fCM EKUh*vegqu
angry, upset, frustrated?

Call your
Student Senate

622-1724
'Commitftd to Swing You'

i

\\

Ownad and oparatad by Lorrie Stinnett

Formerly known as Vogue

$4.00 off any
haircut
^

exp.2/15/98

Limit ONE
expires 1/31/98
NEW LAMPS IN ALL 12 BEDS!
HEX UNIT COMING SOON!
NEW HOT LOTIONS
COMING SOON!

We exclusively use Matrix products
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Other hours by appointment
623-5770
206 S. 3rd St.

Oceanfront Tan-In
623-8993

)
_
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Kidd to head 8,000 member coaches association
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor
Eastern Kentucky University
football coach Roy Kidd was
named president of the American
Football Coaches Association
(AFCA) by members attending the
association's 1998 convention in
Dallas, Texas fast week
Kidd. who was formerly vicepresident of the AFCA stepped into
the role of president by succeeding
Don Nehlen of West Virginia
University.
"It was quite an honor being
named president, no doubt
about it. I would have never
dreamed it would have happened," replied Kidd. "To be
the president of this association
is a tremendous honor. I'm

► Athlete
of the w
. David
I Evans
Basketball
forward

Z Evans, a 6*5" sophomore
grant from Frankfort. KY. scored
38 points and pulled down 28
ribounds to lead Eastern
Kentucky to two wins in three
conference games last week.
Evans was recently chosen as the
league's OVC Newcomer of the
WJeek.

"l really never thought I'd be
president. It's e little scary being
associated with such greats as
Bear Bryant.
Roy Kidd,
football coach

n

winding up my career and I
don't know how much k>nger 111
coach, so I'm pleased to have
this honor."
Along with Kidd, additional
1998 AFCA officers include vicepresident Rocky Rees of
Shippensburg University, second
vice-president Bobby Bowden of
Florida State University and third

vice-president Bob Ford of the
University at Albany (N.Y.).
Kidd will follow the path and
footprints of many former great
individuals. Kidd's name will be
placed among such greats as
John Cooper of Ohio State
University, Bear Bryant, who held
the presidential position in 1972. and
the first president of the AFCA

Major Charles Daily of the U.S.
Military Academy.
"I really never thought I'd be
president." KBd said. "It's a little*
scary being associated with such
greats as Bear Bryant. It's been
unreal."
The AFCA was founded in
1922 by such greats as John
Hrisman and Amos Alonzo Stagg.
organization has 8,(XXI members from around the world
fjrom every corner of the football profession.
The AFCA's constitution says
that it was formed to "maintain the
highest possible standards in football and the coaching profession,"
and to "provide a forum for the discussion and study of all matters
pertaining to football and coaching."

► Standings
ppjeawi • DesMvuieji
JAurray State

15-2

Crrsu

10-3

Eastern Illinois

S-6

Austin Peay

7-6

Southeast Missouri

7-7

Tennessee State

5-8

tastem Kentucky

4-10

Tennessee-Martin

4-9

Tenneeees Tech

4-12

Morehead State

2-12

•
Women'■ Oaaketbail
tennessee State

9-3

Tennessee Tech

8-5

fiastem Kentucky

8-5

srrsu

7-5

T#noeeeee~Mafim

•-7

tennessee State

5-8

•oetlnPeay

5-e

Morehead State

4-8

Southeast Mteeoun

•

4-0

Murray State

2-11

► Schedule
Basketball
(4-10, 3-4 OVC)

MOT'S

:

vs. Morehead State (2-12.1-5)
3:1S p.m.. Saturday. Morehead. Ky.
Radio: 1.(40 AM WEKY
8D.9FMWEKU

Women's Basketball
(S-6, 3-2 OVC)
vs. Morehead State (2-11.1-4)
530 p.m.. Saturday. Morehead, Ky.
Radio: 1.340 AM WEKY
8J.9FMWEKU
Indoor Track
University of Kentucky Invitational
(Tennessee, West Virginia. Ball
Slate. MTSi:. ETSU. Kentucky)
Saturday, Ijexington Ky.

Kidd is the 74th
president of the
AFCA.

► Men's Basketball
Coach Scott Perry (left) scratches
his head during the second half as,,
the Colonels shot only 28 percenf
from the floor Junior guard Mark
Williams (below) trust his 6'4" frame
into an opposing Murray State player. Williams provided 11 points for
Eastern despite the lose to the
Murray State Racers

► Sports briefs
Baseball team to hold
annual Diamond Dinner:
IThe Eastern Kentucky baseball
ttjam will hold its 1998 Diamond
I)|nner on Saturday. February 7 at
7»30 p.m. at the Keen Johnson
ffiiilding Ballroom.
Z A reception will be held at 6:30
pjn. at Walnut Hall in the Keen
Johnson Building.
;A silent auction featuring
Atlanta Brave Chipper Jones.
Cincinnati Reds' and Braves' autographed items will begin at 6:00
pin.
* The featured speaker for the
Djamond^Dinner will be Chipper
Jones. Atlanta Braves third basemen.
■ The 1997 Colonel seniors will
be recognized along with the
team's academic awards recipients.
iThe 1998 Colonel team will
also be introduced.

As acting president of the AFCA
Kidd acts as a spokesman for the
organization as wefl as being chief
executive of the Board of Tnislets.
Kidd wiD work and formulate matters with Executive Director Grant
Teaff. who also serves as secretarytreasurer of the organization.
Kidd's inductance as the
AFCA president was a tremendous honor not only for himself, but also for the university.
Eastern Athletics Director
Robert Baugh, is extremely
pleased with Kidd becoming
president of the AFCA
"I think it's a real honor
for EKU and Coach Kidd."
Baugh said. "I'm thrilled for
him; he deserves it. I think
he'll be able to provide a lot of
terrific insight."

Photos by Brian Simms/Progress

Murray derails Colonels
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor
Coach Scott Perry's Eastern
Kentucky Colonels are one of the
hottest teams in the league, having
won four of their last five contests.
Having played nine of their 13
games on the road, the Colonels
returned home for three of the next
four contests which included a
match-up with the Murray State
Racers Tuesday in McBrayer
Arena.
Head Coach Mark Gottfried
brought in a scorching hot Murray
State Racer team with an overall
record of 14-2. The Racers won two
tremendous games over winter
break against Arkansas and Iowa
State.
The Colonels wasted no time
with their home-court advantage, as
they went on an 10-0 run, with
sophomore forward David Evans
leading the way with a quick layup
at the start of the first half. Junior

guard Mark Williams took to the
air at the top of the key for a 3-point
basket, while junior center Ibrahim
Myles contributed with two freethrows to make the score 7-0.
Williams added another 3 pointer to
take a 10-0 lead for Eastern.
Murray State took the hint, and
demolished the Colonels 10-0 start
with a jump shot from guard
DeTeri Mayes. Despite Murray's
slow-scoring march. Eastern
stretched its lead with a layup by
sophomore guard Eric Addie to
make the score 21-10 at 10:45 in the
game.
The Racers gave the Colonels a
run for their money by scoring 17
points off turnovers. Eastern stood
strong, shooting 60% from the floor,
while Murray shot a low 46% for the
first half. Eastern led the Racers 3933 at the half.
The Colonels started the second
half with the same aggressive scoring
See Basketball/Page B7

Eastern wins four during break
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor
Eastern Kentucky played eight
grueling games to take an overall
record of 4-9 into the Murray State
contest.
Eastern Kentucky 71, Tennessee
State 69
Eastern held a 20-point lead until
the start of the second half before
beating the Tennessee State Tigers.
The win snapped a 14-game road losing streak in OVC play, dating back
to the 1995-96 season.
Austin Peay 79, Eastern
Kentucky 66
The Colonels fell short of a victory with a 79-66 loss to the APSU
Governors. Mark Williams led the
contest for Eastern with 23 points
Eastern Kentucky 82, Southeast
Missouri 79
Williams led the charge once
again for the Colonels with 23.
Sophomore forward David Evans ioV
lowed with 19 for Eastern.
Eastern Kentucky 67, Eastern
Illinois 63
Eastern hit the hardwood at
McBrayer arena and put another
mark in the win column with a four-

point victory over the Eastern Illinois
Panthers. Eastern was 20 for 28 at the
free-throw line. Williams led the way
with 27 points, his all-time game high.
Eastern Kentucky 68, Georgia
State 59
The Colonels made the long trip
to Atlanta. Georgia and brought
back home another win. Williams
led with 16.
Indiana State 78, Eastern
Kentucky 61
Indiana State made the trip down
south and upset Eastern 78-61.
Eastern was only 21 for 58 in the
paint and only 6 for 18 past the 3-point
mark.
Samford 58, Eastern Kentucky 55
Coach Scott Perry and his team
made the trip to Birmingham. Ala. to
take on Samford Dec. 13. Samford
took full advantage of their home
court and gave Eastern a three point
kiss.
Cincinnati
106,
Eastern
Kentucky 53
The Colonels traveled to Ohio
and took on the Bearcats Dec. 20.
Cincinnati wasted no time, and
showed their true "Bearcat" power
on the court.

► Women's Basketball

Lady Colonels demolish Austin Peay for a 7-5 record
BY PANEL BEHHAWT

Assistant sports editor
Eastern's women's basketball team's
inconsistent and sometimes mediocre play
wasn't apparent when they played Austin
Peay and shot over 55%. easily beating the
LadyGovs 85-67.
Laphelia Doss had 17 points and 7
boards, but it was her teammates that
helped the lady Colonels pull away. Maria
Gcarhart's 12 and Christy Roberts 11
points (3 from behind the arch) helped

Eastern (5-7) beat Austin Peay (1-4).
Eastern played consistently for 40 minutes, a problem for the Lady Colonels
throughout the season. Eastern had a solid
first half (37 points. 60.9% from the field) and
a 48point second half
"Everybody is coming together," said
assistant coach Sheila Simmons. "We
were able to play consistent for two halves
of basketball."
For the Lady Cokinels. consistency has
been lacking as they have not recorded
back-to-back wins since early December.

i

During the Christmas break the defending
Ohio Valley Conference champions went a
subpar 3-3. Two of the losses (Jackson State.
Eastern Illinois) went down to the buzzer but
the lady Colonels weren't abk' to puD them

out
One of their most disappointing defeats
came at home to Eastern Illinois 6665. Despite
<Ait-shooting the Panthers from the floor, the
I-ady Colonels lost only their second conference game.
Eastern also had two tough road losses, to Jackson State and conference rival

Tennessee State, putting Eastern at 4-2 in
Ihe OVC. 8-5 overall.
After the Lady Colonels success last
yw(()VCchampsaridaNCMbid)il'snothara'
10 see why teams come ready to pby against
Kastan
The whole conference is real strong, everybody plays their best basketball against us."
Sim u«s si!
IheladyCoionefcwIftavdto MoreheadSt*
onSauday.
Ms*</kft ntf* Murray fpnte tux ni avaiotieatdeabne.

MOffl
A recap of
° L*dy
Cotontts
games
ovor the
bresVPsoe
B7
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Lady Colonels 3-6 over break
distant sports sdtor ~

The Lady Colonels pulled in
three wins against three archrivals to take an overall record of
8-5
Miami-Ohio 70, Eastern
Kentucky 59
The Lady Colonels dropped
their first game of the year
losing to Miami. Ohio.
Eastern couldn't bounce back
from a lackluster first half in
which the Redhawks held
Laphelia Doss scoreless.
Jackson State 79, Eastern
Kentucky 75
The Lady Colonels dropped
their second straight game falling
79-75 to Jackson State.
Eastern Kentucky 84, Western
Carolina 66
Eastern rebounded to win the
consolation game blowing out
Western Carolina 84-66. Eastern
led by 13 at halftime and had
four players in double figures
led by Chrissy Roberts 19
points.
Eastern Illinois 66, Eastern
Kentucky 65
Eastern continued its inconsistency dropping a nail-biter to
Eastern Illinois 6665. This was the
team's first home loss since Austin
Peay beat them Dec 7,1996.
Eastern
Kentucky
97,
Southeastern Missouri 58
Eastern once again bounced
Back
destroying
visiting
Southeastern Missouri State 9758. Eastern had 5 players scoring
double figures and all 14 players
who dressed out played in the
game.
Eastern Kentucky 77, Tennessee
State 67
The Lady Colonels couldn't tame the
Lady Tigers, who have a six-game win
streak and are the best scoring and
rebounding team in the conference.

For a
break
from
:^
the
tl COLD...
Try our Back to
School specials:
Brian Simms/Progress
Laphelia Dosa led the Lady Colonels with 17 points and 7 boards against
the Lady Govs of Austin Peay to help Eastern improve to 8-5 overall.

Basketball: Murray State knocks out Eastern
From Page B8

frenzy from the start of the matchup.
Eastern led the charge against the
Racers 51-45 at 1121. untfl later in the
half when Murray cut the lead short
with 10 unanswered points to
Eastern's six.
Mayes hit a 3 pointer to put the
Racers in the lead for the first time during the entire game at 7:47. The shot
behind die arc made the mark 57-58.
Eastern fell into a skimp as Murray
State added 7 points on top of its

game leading 58. The Colonels were State at 7:30 p.m., Saturday.
Perry looks for opposing teams
cold far 7 gnieing minutes until WHams
was fouled by Townsend and connected to view the Colonel and Racer conwith two free throws at 229 to make the test as a helping hand in future
meetings against Eastern.
mark 5965.
"A lot of teams may look to zone
The Colonels tried a comeback
with a showering amount of 3-point us now," Perry said. "We've done a
attempts but were unable to connect fairly decent job, indeed, executing
with the bottom of the net. setting the our halfcourt offense against manpath of victory-lane for the Racers with defense. We've struggled at times
against the zone, so we've got to get
a7363win
The Colonels next match-up will back to some high, up-tempo pracbe on the road against Morehead tices."

MderTklke
ton
u

• 10 visits for $25.00
20 visits for $40.00
• 6 oz. Swedish
Beauty oil for $32.00

• 5 oz. Butter for
$22.00
• Discounted prices
on all other products
• Try our HEX bed with
6400 watts of tanning
power
• Coming soon...
Richmond's only face
tanner

Panama
Martin Luther King, Jr.
1929- 1968

COMMEMORATION SERVICE
Tuesday, January 20,1998
5:00 p.m.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
Reception in Walnut Hall immediately following the service
Guest Speaker is Mr. Ronald Spears, Esquire
Attorney for Marco, Marco and Bailey Attorneys at Law
Criminal Law Division
Medina, Ohio.
Mr. Spears received his BA in 1992 and his MA in 1994 from Eastern Kentucky
University, and his Juris Doctor from the University of Kentucky in 1997.

Sponsored by: The Office of Multicultural Student Services
Eastern Kentucky University

lltl s
626-8937
■■■_______

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
7 days a weel
Open late to serve t
all your tanning needs!
Located at 201 Water Street
(across the street from Subway)
Walking distance from EKU!
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► AD INDEX

THE BOTANY
BAY
HEMP COIVipANy

TVetvute &*c6!
Offenng a compete line of hemp products plus a whole lot more
jewelry
hats
clothing
backpacks
shoes

• scented oils & incense
• candles
• bead curtains
• books & magazines
• bath & body products
• educational materials

OVER 100 INCENSE
FRAGRANCES!!
Hair wraps by appointment

Sarah Blossom, and Sue Felber
(right) display their running abilities
during a recent practice tor the
indoor track team. Blossom won the
OVC Cross Country individual
championship as a freshman.
Coach Rick Erdmann (above) times
his players in order to get them
ready for the University of Kentucky
Invitational at Lexington Saturday.

POrter PlaZa (behind Denny s on the Eastern ByPass)
62 5 -HEMP

GOT
FRIED
LATELY??

Photos by Brian Simms/Progress

At Planet Sun Tanning, we believe in responsible tanning. To us,
that means working with our clients to help them develop their
tans responsibly through moderate exposure to ultra-violet light
(UV).

Indoor track team begins
new season at UK Invitational
BY D«W PREKOPA

Contributing writer

Training pays off this week for
Eastern's indoor track team as it
heads into the University of
Kentucky Invitational on Saturday
in Lexington. The meet opens the
new season for the track teams,
and will be a test for each team
member.
Teams competing in the meet
this year include Tennessee, West
Virginia, Ball State, Middle
Tennessee State, East Tennessee
State and UK
The stakes will be high for
Eastern, as it goes up against
strong competition. Head Coach
Rick Erdmann felt the meet will be

one of many one-on-one battles.
"This is a big, high caliber meet
for us," Erdmann said. "There is
going to be some tough competition."
Looking to repeat for Eastern
will be junior Felicia Hawkins from
Winter Haven, Fla. Hawkins won
the 200- and 55-meter relays in last
year's competition.
Indianapolis native sophomore
Sarah Blossom won the 3000meter relay in last year's invitational. Blossom won the Ohio
Valley Conference Cross Country
individual championship as a
freshman.
Also looking to do well in the
invitational this year are and Daniel
Blochwitz. Blochwitz is an eight-

time German champion in the 400meter hurdles.
The indoor track team's last
meet was Dec. 12. Erdmann
seemed concerned about whether
his team kept up with its wellbeing during the winter break.
"This is the first competition
since the winter break, so this is
really going to be a good test to
see who kept up with their training over the break and who didn't.
The competition is going to be
tough, so this is really a chance
for our players to compete with
themselves
individually,"
Erdmann said.
Eastern will later venture to the
U.S. Air Invitational Jan. 23-24 in
Johnson City, Tenn.

The source of that UV exposure, we believe, should be as close as
possible to our natural source of UV light - the sun.
That's why at Planet Sun we use only official Wolff System
Bellarium Plus Bulbs. While some salons may claim that their
"new bulbs" tan faster or better, the fact is they are better only at
creating erythema (sunburn).

Student Special!

623-7473
620 Eastern Bypass
Located next to Movie Warehouse and Mail Boxes Etc.

Arizona Jack's B5
Army A6, B4
Balloons To Go B2
Bodean's B5
Book Market B8
Botany Bay B8
Captain D's B3
Check Exchange B2
Church Directory A4
CutupsBS
Daytona Welcome Center
A5
Delta Zeta A7
Diet Center A4
Disc Go Round B8
First Gear A4
Gift Box B8
Hardee's B4
Kappa Alpha Order B4
Lime Professor B2
Lynn Copies A5
Madison Garden B2, B4
MailBoxes Etc. B2
Mall Movies B2
Maxine's A7
MCIA8
Merle Norman A8
Multicultural Office B7
NY Steak & Cheesecake
C0.A6
Oceanfront B5
Paco's A6
Panama Jim's B7
Papa John's A7
Pink Flamingo A6
Pizza Hut A3
Planet Sun B8
Public Information A7
Ralph's Tires A6
Recordsmith A6
Regis A6
Richmond Pawn A6
ROTC A8
Sandpiper A7
Sera-Tec A4, B4
Serendipity A6
Stather's Rowers A6
Stoneworth's B5
Student Association B5
Student Development A3
Substance Abuse B3
Subway (ByP) A5
Subway (DT) B3
Sun Shoppe B4
Sunchase Tours A8
Taylor's Sporting Goods A6
Total Body Tanning A6
UBSB2
University Cinemas B2

"Kentucky's Most
Unique Gift Shoppe ?9
Exclusive to Richmond arc the Candleberry Candles
1998 Boyd's Bears, Hares, folkstones, Dollstones arriving daily
• Dickins, New England, Christmas in the City, Snowvillage, North Pole and Alpine villages,
Snowbabies and Snowbunnies from Dept. 56
• Flower arrangements, swags, and wreaths designed especially for you
• And of course. Beanie Babies

Last Week Up to 75% off Selected Christmas merchandise
Mon - Sat 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.

Sun 12:30 p.m.- 6 p.m.

139 Kecneland Dr.

624-0025

OVER 6.000 USED
CDS TO CHOOSE
FROM!

COMPUTER
LOOK-UP

LOCATED ACROSS FROM
WINN DIXIE NEXT TO
MOVIE WAREHOUSE.

Fiction
Non-Fiction

SHOP EARLY FOR THE BEST SELECTION
• Home 6 Garden
• Computer
• Kids
• Inspirational
• Cooking
• Self Help
• Gift/Illustrated
...and much more!

A LIMITED TIME EVENT
■ ;i (|ilt'v

Campus Comments? (
Ii rn I'rogivss
h22 I KSI

know.

Richmond Mall

BOOK MARKET
V

Richmond

